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SUMMARY
After a brief introduction, this thesis begins by exploring 
the nature of the centre of Glasgow in both functional and physical 
terms in order to assess its prospects for change. This assessment 
is fairly general and includes a review of recent planning policies 
of Glasgow District Council, in its attempts to counteract the 
disastrous policies of the 1950's and 1960's a period wherB Glasgow 
was struggling to cope with slums clearance.
This part of the thesis concludes that Glasgow city centre 
has been trying to respond to the decline of its residential population 
and the loss of much of its original heavy industries. This resulted 
in changes to the form of the centre which has been identified mainly 
in respect to its component parts, namely the inner core of the city 
in which are concentrated the major economic activites as well as 
the physically structured fabric and the decaying and derelict fringes,
IjJe then turn to one of the main reasons for the rapid loss of 
identity of many cities namely the failure to adopt and implement 
visual policies, A brief summary is then given to the Glasgow Action 
report and the work of Gordon Cullen. This study shows how powerly 
influential is the combination of an economic strategy to a physical 
process of visual manipulation in the effort to rejzitaliseethe centre 
of a city.
The concluding chapter looks at the opportunities necessary to ac h i ' e  
an inclusive guided future development of the city centre. It 
focusses mainly on ideas and principles rather than on detailed proposals.
Ue believe that the principles and proposals emitted throughout 
this thesis can be relevant in any other city where opportunities are 
given in bringing a new identity to its centre.
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INTRODUCTION
1.
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Ob.j actives
The City of Glasgow forms the centre of Scotland's only 
conurbation. It has a population of three quarters of a million 
people. This accounts for Z2% of Strathclyde Region and 15% of 
Scotland's total population. The City is Scotland’s principal 
commercial centre. Although it has lost some of its original 
prominence, it is still the business hub of the west of Scotland 
generating substantial investment and income which finances the ever 
present dynamics of change. " -
Glasgow typifies the present conditions of so many industrial
and commercial cities. The process of change has brought stress
and decay especially to the centre of the city. Neglect in dealing 
with change has, in the case of Glasgow, resulted in some of the
worst slums of any city in Europe. Thus Glasgow acquired a poor
image but it is changing, and with this psychological change, the 
potentials for revitalising the City has in the past two years 
become more generally appreciated.
The City centre has been chosen to illustrate new opportunities 
for change and this Thesis has been structured around the following 
key questions
1. UJhat are the present assets in functional and physical 
terms?
2. Uhat are the present intentions and policies for directing 
change?
2.
3, What areas of decay or deficiency await new urban design 
initiatives?
These questions constitute the general theme which is essentially 
about new initiatives, complementary to some initiatives already in 
place, and which in urban design terms could make a contribution to 
the present efforts to, once again, make Glasgow flourish.
1.2 Method
Following a brief historical review of the growth of Glasgow, 
this Thesis will start by examining the nature of the city centre, 
the causes of decline and the recent failure to deal with blight, 
traffic congestion and bad housing. Some aspects of this complex 
subject will only be touched upon, and certain assumptions will be 
made as to the practicalities of achieving the kind of change and 
development that now seems to be desirable_, however slowly the rata 
at which change can be achieved. Changes, not only in attitudes, 
but in physical terms are occuring and a new sense of purpose is 
evident. Like an ill body, Glasgow is now making strenuous efforts 
to find a cure and to restore its vitality, and in examining the 
diagnosis underlying these efforts, we will attempt to assess the 
present prescriptions and to put forward certain important ideas 
concerning open space and the boundary conditions.
The Thesis is presented in five Chapters
CHAPTER 1 : contains a brief account of the historical development 
of Glasgow and identifies the different forces that shaped the 
present city.
CHAPTER 2 : is a survey of the main functional characteristics of 
the city centre. Essentially it represents an assessment of the 
weakness and strength of the city centre as a place to live and 
work.
CHAPTER 3 : represents a visual assessment of the physical natura 
of the city centre and attempts to identify its principal assets 
and deficiencies.
CHAPTER 4 : reviews the post 1975 experiences leading to the 
present policies of Glasgow District Council. It will include a 
description and assessment of the important study known as Glasgow 
Action, and indicates how the concepts underlying Glasgow Action could 
be expanded and developed.
CHAPTER 5 : The conclusions discusses an approach to urban decay 
and the way in which urban design initiatives illustrate in mora 
positive ways the potential for change. However deep seated the 
malaise of a city, whether Glasgow, Boston or Algiers, people will 
respond with imagination if they are given a clear picture not 
only of the economic opportunities and of improvements in the 
mechanism of the city, but of its future appearance, and architect­
ural character.
Making the best of what is provided in terms of information 
is critical to the success of any piece of work and is the underlying 
principle for most people, me included. This Thesis will make the 
possible contributions, complementary to other established 
decisions and with humility will plan for improvement. Therefore
4.
it is reasonable and right for the reader to expect some new and 
wise ideas to take account of. We hope to not fail that objective.- 
And here goes ..........
C HAPTER ONE
G LASG OW  CITY CENT,'  
ITS HISTORICAL EACHGROUND
PTER 1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
'It is knowledge of the past that constitutes 
the terms of the present and the measure of 
the future"
A Rossi
The Architecture of the City
1.1 Pre-Union History
1.2 ThB Merchant City
1.3 The New Towns — Usstward Expansion
1.4 The Industrial City
1.5 Twentieth Century Glasgow
1.6 Summary
CHAPTER 1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Who best to quote when starting a paper on the history of an
urban form than Lewis Mumford. In the first chapter of his book,
the ’City in History' he wrote :
"If we would lay a new foundation for urban life we must 
understand the historic nature of the city and distinguish 
between its original functions, those that have emerged 
from it and those that may bB still called forth. Without 
a long running start in history, we shall not have the 
momentum needed in our consciousness to take a sufficiently 
bold leap into the future." 1
To understand how Glasgow grew into a great industrial city we need 
to take a brief look at the Pre-Union history of Glasgow and the 
geography of the Clyde valley.
1.1 Pre-Union History
The site and setting of a city provide the physical framework
within which a city develops. In th8 case of Glasgow, attention is
naturally focussed upon the River Clyde which played the different 
roles of barrier, trade-route and, in later years, a symbol of 
Glasgow's industrial strength.
The River Clyde traverses the site from east to west providing 
fertile surfaces for agriculture. The lower lands of tha Clyde valley
towards the east and the south are very flat, whereas the north and
the west lands are broken up by a series of small pear-shaped hills, 
known as drumlins, which riss sharply to heights varying from 100 feec 
(30 m) up to 250 feet (75 m). It is this collection of drumlins that
gives the site of Glasgow some of its special qualities.
6.
Thus there is a wide range cf natural assats that awaited the 
exploiting mind of man and allowed him to lay tha cultural foundations 
upon which tha city arose. Plata 1 shows tha topographical 
characteristics of the site of what was to become a great city.
C2
Plate 1
_ T o p o g ra p h y
It is difficulty to identify the exact origin of the urban 
settlement in Glasgow but it can be said that from the moment the 
Cathedral was built on the hill near the Molendinar burn, the form 
of the medieval town began to take shape. About the same time, a 
Market Cross was erected nearby at the junction of the old Roman 
roads. As wilL all old Scottish burghs, the market cross marked th 
point where the entire trade was carried on. From then on, Glasgow 
grew steadily to a town of religious and commercial importance, 
dominated by the Cathedral, its centre remaining the Market Cross. 
This first stage of Glasgow urban development is shown on Plate 2 
Fig. a, which represents Glasgow^in 1400.
By 142Q, the Market Cross shifted from ths upper cross to 
the lower extremity of High Street at the junction of ths present 
Gallowgate, Trongate and Bridgewater and closer to the crossing of 
the river. From that moment the centre of the town was divided in 
two; the upper Cross providing the focus of the religious and 
administrative functions, whereas the lower Cross was the focus of 
the trading activities. The High Street acted as the spine along 
which interactions between the two centres occurred, (see Plate 2, 
Fig. b) Half-way along the High Street was ths University founded 
in 1451.
At the Reformation in 1560, the church lost most of its 
authority and the Bishops were replaced by the Merchants and the 
Traders as the new ruling class of the town. From now on, we will 
see how ths development of wealth lead to the change and growth of

mercantile city. As the centre of power had shifted from the upper 
cross to what is now called Glasgow Cross, the area around the 
Cathedral lost its prominence. The new city rulers confirmed this 
state when, in 1573, a new Tolbooth was erected at the junction of 
High Street and Gallowgate marking thB new centre of power. The
Tolbooth, erected in 1626, remains as one of the few architectural
achievements of seventeenth century Glasgow. Two engravings, 
extracted from the Swann's book of pictures, show respectively in 
Plate 3 and Plate 4, the Cathedral and Bridgegate in the late
seventeenth century. Noticeable are the position of- the Cathedral
and Tolbooth as landmarks.
Until the eighteenth century, Glasgow was a walled city. Each 
of its main entrances was closed by a stone barrier built across the 
streets, when they passed between the outermost houses. The centre 
of each barrier formed the entrance to the city, known as the yett 
or port. Their position can be seen in Fig. 2 of Plate 2. The port 
was locked at nightfall. As with many medieval cities, this 
defensive wall around the city constituted a major obstacle to the 
city’s expansion. The subsequent phase of the city growth followed 
the expansion of trade but new development had to overcome these 
defensive barriers and create new formely formed streets.
1.2 The Merchant City
Prior to the Union and the opening of trade with North-America, 
the commercial growth of Glasgow was limited to the extension of the 
built-up areas adjacent to High Street and the Trongate.
fp.'cre 3
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Trade at that time was largely based on sugar refining and the export 
of herring. By 1700 the town had grown to the point where new 
streets and buildings were beginning to push beyond the Burgh, 
boundaries in an effort to relieve overcrowding in the medieval city.
After the Treaty of Union in 1707, trade with the English 
colonies in North America started and Glasgow began to flourish with 
the tobacco profits. New streets were built and the medieval town 
was to some extent regularised. The flat ground between Trongate 
and the modern Ingram Street was laid out with a series of streets 
running north/south with a resulting plan much as we see it today 
(see Fig, b of Plate 5). Although the layout is more regular, the 
new developments did not envisage any significant commercial activity 
away from the core of the city as it then existed, especially that 
part between the Trongate and the river.
The Trongate was the principal commercial street of the city
and it soon extended westwards beyond the West Port to a point where
the new Buchanan Street was started. More than any of the other
streets, these two streets reflected in their fine houses the growing
wealth of the Merchant City. On a visit to the City in 1727, Daniel
Defoe described the city thus
"It is a large stately and well-built city, standing on a 
Plain, in a manner foursquare, and the four Principal 
Streets are the fairest for breadth, and the finest built 
that I have ever seen in one City together. The Houses 
are all of stone and generally uniform in height as well 
as in front.
The Lower Storeys, for the most part, stand on vast square 
Doric columns with arches, which open into the Shops, adding 
to the strength as well as the beauty of the building. In a 
word, 'tis one of the cleaniest, most beautiful and best 
built Cities in Great Britain”.
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In the forty years following Daniel Defoe’s visit, the pressures 
of commercial expansion became more evident in various ways. For 
example houses were being converted into business, professional and
retail premises and the relatively low rents in the new buildings
ov
attracted many tradesmen to rnpe away from the High Street and the 
Market Cross. It was not long before Buchanan Street became Glasgow's 
most fashionable shopping street and promenade. By about 1760 a 
new era of civic consciousness and pride began, which was expressed 
not only in individual buildings, but in ideas for further expansion.
1.3 Westward Expansion - the 'New Towns'
The development of the land to the east of Buchanan Street 
dates back to 1772. The plan for the layout of the first ’New Towns’ 
was prepared by Carnes Barry, who was the most important land surveyor 
in Glasgow during the eighteenth century. Plan of the survey is 
shown in Fig. a of Plate 6 which represents Glasgow in 1782.
A straight forward gridiron plan was chosen to regularise the
layout of the Merchant City. This new development was a logical
extension of the street pattern north of the Trongate which represents
a significant departure from the medipval town; it saw the sense
of symmetry and regularity implemented by the use of history’s oldest
2
known urban form regulator ie the grid iron plan. The new layout, 
contrasting with the congested narrow closes of the eastern areas, 
provided more light, space and fresh air, attracted the wealthier 
classes and lead to a horizontal social distribution. Indeed it is 
with the building of the first New Town that the westward social movement 
became apparent. The grid was chosen as a practical generating
G la s g o w  in 1782
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principle because of its efficiency in producing an equal division 
land, its great adaptability, ease of land sales and of continuing 
expansion. This orthogonal gridiron was imposed on a modulating 
terrain adapted where necessary to the older topographical field 
roads emanating from the original High Street and the lowest 
bridging point on the River ClydB. Interaction between the grid­
iron streets, the random roads and the topography, created unique
opportunities, exploited by architects, to create subtle indicator 
11
of place which articulated th9 form of the city.
The grid generated a matrix of spacs, from which developed 
the characteristic building type - The Tenament. Indeed, this lac 
building form came to dominate Glasgow and some other Scottish tow 
Its use caused Glasgow to be called the 'city of tenements' and 
links it with the main tradition of similar European towns. Plata 
7 shows the lay-out of two typical tenement blocks.
If the mercantile era witnessed a growing quality of civic 
design, the following industrial era has dramatically changed the 
urban form,
1.4 The Industrial City
The outbreak of the American War of Indepandence in 1792 
interrupted the tobacco trade with England's American Coloniss. 
Thereafter, from a stage of trading based on raw materials, Gla:<go 
quickly responded to the Industrial Revolution and became less of 
trading town and more of a manufacturing town. In 1790 the Forth

and Clyde canal was opened and good communications were seen as part 
of the indispensable infrastructure for the new Industrial economy.
By the end of the eighteenth century, the Clyde had been the focus 
of numerous attempts of improvements, some more successful than 
others* From 1800 onward, the twin spurs of the mercantile opportun­
ities and industrial demand goaded the Clyde Navigation Trustees to 
greater efforts. The deepening of the river down stream from the 
Broomielaw together with the uses of piles and blocks of whinstone 
rubble to secure the banks, permitted the more rapid passage of 
deep-draught vessels. Thus the full exploitation of the river as a 
navigable route as well as the use"of its banks for industrial 
development was achieved. These developments of a navigable river 
had dramatic consequences for the growth of the city; Growth is 
illustrated by relating the rise of population to the gradual 
improvement in navigation (see graph in Plate 8). These improvements 
proceeded quickly with the creation of docks, wharfage facilities 
and the resulting commercial and manufacturing activities brought 
increasing wealth to the city. The state of rural depression in c; - 
Highlands, together with the famine in Ireland, provided the 
inexhaustable labour source which found the squalor of the slums 
less intolerable than starvation.
This industrial expansion together with the increase of 
population and poor housing led to social stress and environmental 
deterioration. By 1850 a broad division in the city was apparent0, 
the eatern areas on both sides of the Clyde contained the factories 
and the workers' residences whereas the north west contained the 
business premises and the middle class dwellings.
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Some areas were a great proletarian sea where the tenements disposed 
their rigid squares and canyons, relieved by the busy life of the 
street, its many shops, public houses and community buildings, which 
helped to stabilise the district communities making up the fabric 
of the city. Certain areas eg the Saltmarket, soon became squalid 
slums and like other overcrowded industrial cities the general lack 
of sanitation and piped water supply prevented any hope of improvement 
The famous cry of "Gardiloo"* symbolised the degeneration which gave 
Glasgow its reputation of the "biggest slum city in Europe" — a 
reputation that still lingers in the minds of some people to this 
day.
The density of the build-up areas and the east-west division
of the city are shown in Plate 9. Despite these increasing problems,
the arrival of the railways and the expansion of trade in a world
hungry for the products of the great manufacturing cities sustained
Glasgow and its centre for the whole of the Victorian era. It had
become Scotland's commercial capital and the second city of the 
5
British Empire. By the end of the nineteenth century however,
Glasgow’s economy went into decline and it became one of the first
great industrial cities to stop growing. It is said that "Great
cities contain in their very greatness the seeds of premature and 
3
rapid decay." . Industrial decline led to physical deterioration 
and areas such as the Gorbals, Bridgeton and Dennistoun became serious 
decayed. In contrast to the decaying eastern areas, the western end 
of the city was still the place of great commercial architectural 
innovations, especially around Blythswood Square and later at the 
west end of Sauchiehall Street.
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Further west in the northern direction, the planning of the new 
streets such as Park Circus, became more relaxed and responsive to the 
topography, as it is shown in the two maps of Glasgow in 1865 and 
1910, on Plate 10.
However, at the beginning of the twentieth century, few 
architectural or urban contributions were made to enhance Glasgow’s 
townscape. On the contrary, here starts the era of 'les gsnias 
mauvais a l ’oeuvrs*.
1.5 Twentieth Century Glasgow
World liJar One ended the dynamism of the city. In the inter- 
war period, Glasgow like some other cities in Britain found itself 
with an outdated industry and a commercial stagnation. This period 
also saw an outward urban sprawl with beginning decay at the centre 
aggravated by the rising level of unemployment in the 1930s.
c n y
After World War Two, as rnAdther British cities, politicians 
and planners had adopted radical ideas for the rebuilding of war 
damaged towns and cities. These ware based on a concept known as 
comprehensive redevelopment areas, in short, CDAs, by which means 
urban renewal could be tackled more effectively. These CDAs implied 
the large scale demolition, clearance and redevelopment of bomb 
damaged areas, or areas of severe deprivation. Powers were given 
for the wholesale clearance of decaying urban areas in an attempt to 
eradicate the three mutually reinforcing effects of
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— economic decline
— housing decay
— and environmental degradation.
Cities like Glasgow embarked on this process of demolition 
and clearance in the belief that the early eradication of slum area?, 
had to be tackled on a large scale.* The planners on the one hand 
meant to bring light, sunshine and green open space into the dense 
worn-out fabric of the city and on the other hand to tackle the 
increase of car ownership by creating a new road system, as the 
existing road space could not cope -with the rapid growth cf the mcto 
traffic. Thus emerged the policy of combining CDAs with new road 
construction. These ideas were in tune with, and directly derived 
from, the authoritarian nature of the modernist prescription. Kouev 
this approach failed to recognise the inherent nature of Glasgow and 
its characteristic urban form based on the city block and the 
tenement. Historically, this later form accommodated every kind on--' 
degree of life and work. And in place of careful surgary and 
conservation, destruction began. (see Plates 11 and 12). The tenam 
became the synonym for slums and insanitary housing conditions, for 
which the politicians had only one answer - "ca1 it doon*' **
A programme of 29 CDAs was announced in 1954. These contain n 
many churches,industrial premises, shops, schools and seme 
118,500 houses ' inhabiting some 300,000 persons.
Demolish it.
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The Gorbals were the first designed CDAs where full power was 
given to redevelopment# We can see that little attention was given 
to inherent characteristics of the street and block pattern, or to 
the distribution of the community patterns of movement. On the 
contrary, it attempted to apply new standards of light, air and 
sunshine which resulted in the drastic demolition of the old housing 
pattern and the implementation of new housing patterns, ie the 
tower blocks.
One of the key ideas cf men like Corbusier was the high rise 
blocks or 'towers in the park'*. In 1950, Glasgow was proud to be 
the first in Europe to have embraked on a policy of building high- 
rise flats in response to problems of overcrowding and the acute 
shortage of land for housing. Such a policy depended on financial 
subsidies to meet the extra cost of high-rise building and increased 
residential densities. Thus the building boom- in multi-storey and 
system-built housing was adopted almost as a political policy.
However little thought was given to the social and urban consequences 
of this policy.**
There was a desire to create in Glasgow a better housing, quickl 
achieved to reduce the housing waiting lists and the demand, which 
was generated by the wholesale demolition of existing tenement areas., 
The familiar skyline of parts of the Glasgow inner city once dominated 
by the spires cf l/ictorian churches and the roofs and chimney heads of 
the traditional tenement was rapidly and radically altered, as multi­
storey towers and slabs pushed their way skywards.
* see Corbusier's writing on 'La Vills Radiuse'
** Numerous studies have been developed to demonstrate this argumen
among them is the outstandingly revealing book of Oscar Newman 
called 'Defensible Space'.
Although a high density standard of 165 ppa was adopted compared 
14
with 120 ppa recommanded in the Abercrombie plan, only 120,000
persons were housed in the newly built inner housing areas leaving 
14180,000 displaced to the new towns of East Kilbride and Cumbernauld* 
This policy coupled with the economic decline led to a significant 
drop in the population of Glasgow, especially of its central area.
In the inner City areas, the policy of large scale clearance 
was often combined with piecemeal redevelopment to respond to new 
trends in central area shopping and office space. These trends were 
reflected in :~
- demands for more floor space per shopper and office worker
- improved working conditions in terms of lighting and 
heating
- better parking facilities
- separation of pedestrian and heavy road traffic
The response however was hardly seen in terms of a general concept 
for a high quality of urban design in the city centre and there war:! 
serious functional problems arising for example in the displacement 
of accommodation caused by the building' of the urban motorway (see 
Plate 13).
The urban motorways were intended to have a dual role, namely, to
carry through-traffic and to act as a stimulant to development in,
6 r-
and on the fringes of the city centre, by allowing bettua access­
ibility. The traffic engineers put forward the view that the inner
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ring road and its connections would be an amenity in themselves, 
symbolising the renewal of the city centre and its freedom from 
congestion.
The politicians and planners did not see the motorway as an 
intrusion on the urban scene, but as a feature of the city, a city 
associated in the past with great engineering achievements. The 
environmental effects of the urban motorway will be examined in a 
later chapter.
By 1960, the numerous unsightly, derelict and vacant lands 
led to the widespread disbelief in the effectiveness of the CDAs 
as an instrument of urban development. By 1970, the CDAs and mass 
housing programmes were arrested, firstly because of the lack of 
funds and secondly because of the public rejection of the planners 
policies.* The post-mortems (see Plate 14) on these policies are 
with us yet.
It became apparent that the main effect of these planning 
policies was the breaking up of local communities and the failure 
to assimilate the new developments into the fabric cf the city 
(Plate 14). By 1975, the people of Glasgow had rejected these 
policies of wholesale clearance and turned over to more humane 
instruments such as gradual renewal combining sensible development 
with conservation. Thus planning became more responsive to people’ 
needs and aspirations.
* The Ronan point disaster in 1968 reinforced this belief
p la te  U
1.6 Summary
Lika many another industrial city, Glasgow has suffered from 
the slow decline of the turn of this century and the virtual collapse 
of its heavy engineering industries. Attempts to cope with the 
environmental decay, especially bad housing which in the post-war 
years had become acute, were based on ill-considered ideas which left 
the city, especially its central core, greatly weakened. On the one 
hand the historical structure of the city has suffered, and on the 
other, the crisis of confidence had reduced the flow of investment 
vital to the heart of a great city.
The response to this crisis can now be examined firstly by an 
assessment of the present functions of the city centre and secondly 
by an evaluation of its physical characteristics.
20.
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CHAPTER 2 THE CITY CENTRE : ITS FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Introduction
It is in the heart of the city that one recognises those 
waves of energy that set in motion invigorating and regenerating 
policies and actions which ensure the continuing health of the city. 
To maintain the medical anology, one can diagnose in it the ills 
of the city, like the human body, growing in youthful strength or 
suffering from injury or infirmity. As the saying goes - nA known 
illness is half cured” and Glasgow over the past 35 years or so has 
suffered from a chronic sickness, the diagnosis of which has proved 
to be inadequatBjlargely through lack of knowledge and insight. In 
this study of the heart of the city, we first examine those 
functional characteristics which identify the nature of GlasgowJs 
city centre. In the following chapter we will discuss the physical 
characteristics of the city centre.
2*2 Definitions
Uhat do we mean by the heart or centre of the city? One can 
recognise certain physical boundaries some of which rslate to the 
historic structure of the city, and some to recent developments such 
as new roads or motorways. The key characteristics of the city 
centre however relate to activities, to the meeting of people and 
the exchange of goods and services, and the space within which these 
activities can take place without undue amounts of time and energy.
A well functioning city should also give the individual a free choic 
between sociability and privacy, affording him the opportunity to 
express *'hi3 human gregariousness in meeting with others but also
GLASGOV/ CITY CEN>
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th8 chance to disappear if that is his desire.” Thus, the city 
works as a mixing ground and its centre is the sum total of countless 
activities and interaction which find expression in the shops, 
offices, restaurants, ths public spaces and the buildings that adorn 
them. One can thus define the heart of the city by reference to 
those key activities which are naturally city centred, by the histori 
structure of the city and by its physical boundaries. Taking 
these three aspects in reverse order we can illustrate different 
areas which could loosely be called the centre of Glasgow (see 
Plate 16).
2.2.1 Physical Boundaries :
A The River : The River Clyde has for long formed a boundary to 
the Merchant City with the ships arriving at the Broomielaw 
and Custom House Quay. The fact that the river no longer 
serves as a traffic artery has not changed the feeling that 
the river forms the southern boundary to the city centre 
(see Plate 17).
B The Motorway : The proposed motorway box (see Plate 18) will 
enclose an area of about 26 hectares. The area south of the 
river is unlikely to integrate with the area north of the 
river and will thus remain relatively isolated.
C The High Street : This street has for long presented ths
feeling of the eastern boundary to the city centre, which as 
we have ssen grew in a westerly direction from this street - 
the original spine of the medieval city (see Plate 19).
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2.2*2 Historic Structure
The historic core of Glasgow is centred within the original 
merchant city with its focus on the High Street, the Trongate and 
its early expansion towards Buchanan Street, In broed terms, one 
can identify two periods of growth in the centre viz the 18th century 
(see Fig* a Plate 20) and the 19th century (Fig* b, Plate 20). The 
arrival of the railway and mass transportation with terminals at 
the north and south ends of Buchanan Street and close to Buchanan 
Street (Central and Queen Street) created in effect a new spine.
2.2.3 Functions
The Core of the city is most closely related to those functiens 
which are recognisably part of the city centre and which to varying 
degrees express the raison d ’etre of the place and the spirit of
the people who live and work there. A definition of the city centre 
cannot therefore be given without an assessment of these functional 
characteristics.
2.3 City Centre Functions
Functional activities in the city centre of Glasgow can be 
briefly discussed under the following headings
- population and employment
- communications
- shopping
- housing
- education
- industry
- office
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- leisure
- community services
The above categories will help to show how the city centre functions 
and our examination will reveal the strengths and deficiencies which 
illustrate a number of problems.
2.3.1 Population and Employment
As already noted, Glasgow’s population has been declining for 
some time and this decline is reflected in the city centre in terms 
of resident population and the shopping and trade dependent on local 
residents. A survey has shown that until 1983, 20,500 people were 
leaving Glasgow annually, due mainly to two factors :
- Firstly, there is the population movement out of the city 
centre to inner housing estates and to New Towns.
- Secondly, the changing technology has resulted in a major 
reduction of the previous industrial work forces, compensated' 
partly by increased activities of the service sector.
Population decline and general unemployment are two complenr.,.•/
phenomena which indicate the general economic malaise of the city
as a whole. Severe unemployment has of course occurred in most
industrial cities whose traditional industries have been affected
by new technology, but the hope is that the science-based industrid :
and the service sectors will help to reverse the upward trend.
1 &
At present, it is estimated that about 100,000 people work in the 
centre of Glasgow, taking the centre as that area shown in Plata 15 
Perhaps the greatest impact of the loss of population is to be seen 
in the slum clearance programme in which large numbers of people 
(see Plate 24) have bBen decanted to the peripheral housing schemes
25.
or removed to East Kilbride or Cumbernauld, Glasgow satellite New 
Towns.
Although there is still a substantial number of people living 
in the central area, the city centre has become an empty container 
at certain hours of the day. Any city is not a city without a 
lively centre and it i.s self-evident that a new bold policy is 
required to attract people back to the heart of the city.
2.3.2 Transportation and Accessibility
Communications have always been closely related to the effective 
functioning of the city centre. As this is the focus fcr all forms 
of transportation within the ragion, the problem is essentially 
one of accessibility for large numbers of people.
a) Movement Generally
As an indication of the amount of movement in and out of the 
city centre, a survey, carried out in 1S7S by Strathclyde transport 
planning unit demonstrates that a substantial proportion of all 
trips within Glasgow district are made to the Central area, as 
revealed by Table I.
at peak hours during 24 hours
person by by by person by by by
trips t^ain bus car trips train bus car
% % % % /°
o f/°
central
area 71,000 33 43 24 40,500 16 44 10
76 60
Remainder
Glasgow 65,500 24 15 61 37,200 12 16 72
abstract 39 26
The above table indicated firstly the importance of the city centre 
as a major destination of the trips and secondly, the high dependenc 
on public transport for journeys to the central area.
b) Motor Traffic
Although Table I indicates a minor use of the motor car in 
terms of person trips, the use of private cars in the city centre 
still presents major problems. Traffic management is a key element 
in the proper functioning of the heart of any city. In the case of 
Glasgow city centre, the flow of traffic through the existing grid 
iron street pattern is likely to be li ttle affected by the 
completion of the urban motorway programme. Thus congestion will 
still remain a problem especially at peak hours and in busy streets 
such as St Vincent Street and Bath Street. New traffic management 
policies will be necessary if the volume of motor traffic entering 
the city continues to grow; and this raises questions of car parking 
policies, service access to buildings and public transport.
If the vitality of the centre is to be preserved, recent 
experience shows that there are difficult choices to be made between 
vast expenditure on the road improvements or developing suitable 
systems of rapid and convenient public transport.
c) Public Transport
Until a few years ago, the centre of Glasgow had four main­
line Railway Stations with two of them linked to ths suburban 
railway system. They gave Glasgow a particular importance in the 
public transport network of Scotland. The accessibility to the c l  ' ; y  
spread its influence further. Recently two of the main lines
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closed leaving Glasgow Central and Queen Street Stations, both in 
the heart of the city and from which people can walk to the main 
shopping streets, and many to their place of work.
The principal bus station at Buchanan Street has seen a growing 
amount of traffic carried by the public bus service, both regional 
and long distance.
Perhaps the main weakness in the public transport system is 
the underground electric service. It is not well integrated with the 
mainline railway stations or the focal point of the city centre.
The three stations of the subway which are located in the central 
area are at Cowcaddens, Buchanan Street and St Enoch’s.
d) Pedestrian Movement
There are two types of pedestrian movement
- first, the intensive and irregular movement at peak hours 
between the public transport terminals and areas of work, 
education and shopping
- second, the movement along and between the main shopping 
streets which are Sauchiehall Qtreet, Buchanan Street 
and Argyle Street.
In the interests of safety and convenience for the pedestrian, 
some sections of these shopping streets have been pedestrianised 
and certain sections widened. The results are less than successful, 
mainly because they are not linked into one another to form a 
pedestrian core and their design is very poor.
SHOPPING
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Psdestrianisation needs a wider concept of traffic management and 
high architectural standards if real urban quality is to be achieved.
2.3.3 Shopping
The central area of Glasgow is the principal shopping centre
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for west central Scotland . There have been noticeable changes 
in the type and distribution of shops in the central area since 
1960. Those largely serving day to day needs of the local population 
are now located Blsewhere, within the new suburbs and many small 
shops have closed under competition from supermarkets. The 
department stores and shops however with a city-wide or regional 
catchment area retain their importance to the city centre. Measured 
by total floor area (refer to Plate 22), shopping provision could 
be said to be declining but measured by rental values for prime 
sites the pull of the centre for the bigger or more specialised 
shops is strong and growing stronger.
The prime shopping areas are concentrated in three streets 
(refer to Plate 23), namely Sauchiehall Street, Buchanan Street and 
Argyle Street. Thus the shopping core is bi-polar with Buchanan 
Street forming the north-south link. This core is likely to strength 
especially along the whole length of Buchanan Street, with a 
corresponding weakening on the fringes.
2.3.4 Housing
Because of the population movement ahead noted, the resident 
population within the central area and on its fringes has declined 
substantially (see Plates 24 and 25).
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The remaining tenements and similar types of flatted accommodation 
in the centre are not fully occupied and the drift to newer accommod 
ation within the city and elsewhere continues. The reasons for this 
change are to do with poor housing conditions, lack of open space 
and the general deterioration of environmental standards.
The effects of this decline in the resident population is 
of course to be seen in the closing down of ijcal shops, primary 
schools and some places of entertainment, an adding to the emptiness 
and decay of certain parts of the city centre.
2.3.5 Education
Because of the decline in the resident population in the centr 
of Glasgow, it follows that the numbers of children of school age 
have also declined (see Plate 26). In the period between 1960 
and 1974, 15 schools were closed. The remaining schools are concen­
trated in two areas along the northern fringe of the city centre, 
namely Garnethill and Cowcaddens (see Plate 27).
In the higher education sector there are 7 colleges located 
within the city centre (see Plate 29). Most of them were built 
between 1964 and 1973 and by their very nature, they fulfil an 
important role in sustaining the vitality of the city centre.
(see Plate 28).
2.3.6 Industry
Against a background of almost continuous decline since 1900, 
in the industrial base of the city (see Plate 30), those industries 
which have played an important role in the city centre are
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surviving, although on a reducing scale and with great difficulty.
They include :
- printing and publishing
- clothing and footwear
- food, drink and tobacco 
~ small manufacturing
These trends are common to most industrial cities and the trend towards 
the service industries is slow and dependent on substantial 
environmental- improvements in the city centre, including the 
redevelopment of derelict land vacated by the older industries and 
the railways.
2.3.7 Office
The great bulk of the city's office floor space is contained
16
within the city centre (62^) mainly in the area to the west of 
Buchanan Street and around Blythswood Square._ (Refer to Plato 32).
As new commercial activity has developed along with a growing 
servica sector, total office accommodation in the city centre has 
expanded (see Plate 31). The potential for further growth is 
considerable, and current surveys indicate that the demand is strong 
but it i3 for a much higher standard of office accommodation than 
that built over the past 20 years. The difficulties of meeting this 
demand are focussed on tha problems of finding good, easily accesibls 
sites and coping with the conservation policies relating to Glasgow’s 
heritage of Victorian buildings of high architectural quality.
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203.8 Leisure
As compared with the pre-war years, the provision of leisure 
facilities in the city centre has changed radically. The dance 
halls have disappeared and only two cinemas survive, largely as a 
result of television. Cultural facilities in the form of art 
galleries, concert halls and urban parks are important elements of 
cities, but in the case of Glasgow, and in contrast to Edinburgh most 
of them are outwith the city centre; to this extent the centre is 
impoverished. With leisure and cultural facilities assuming an 
increasingly significant role in thB life of the community, there is 
a noticeable vacuum at the heart of Glasgow, especially in respect 
of an urban park and outdoor recreation.
2.3.9 Community Services
These include the service of central and local government and 
of Government agencies such as the SDA. They.also include the 
administration of the law and the health services.
These functions have a primary place in the city centre but 
apart from the City Chambers, the SDA and the Police Headquarters, 
they have largely migrated to the fringes. Even the Sheriff Court 
has departed from Ingram Street to the south side of the River.
(refer to Plate 33).
2.4 Summary
We have noted the decrease in the resident population in the 
Centre and the relative weakness of the centre arising from the 
loss of important administrative functions. We have also noted that;
COM UNITY SERVICES
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the commercial and shopping functions of the heart of Glasgow h a v B  
been sustained and are growing in strength.
From this functional assessment of the Centre, we can draw an 
inner boundary of the centre which we can call the 'Core*. These 
two areas, the CentrB as a whole, and the Core, are illustrated 
in Plate 34. The changes which have been taking place have to some 
degree rasulted in a shrinking but more intense Core and one whose 
shape and direction is also changing, both at the very heart and 
at the decaying fringes. In the next Chapter we will examine the 
physical characteristics of the Centre and hew these are likely to 
respond to the functional changes which are taking place.
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CHAPTER 3 THE CITY CENTRE : ITS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Introduction
The particular characteristics of the City Centre relate both 
to the concentration of activities and functions, which we have 
already noted and also to the topography and natural assets of the 
place. They also relate to the distinctive architectural and urban 
qualities which build up the image of the city. It is the special 
assessment of these physical qualities that this chapter is about.
The assessment looks at the centre of Glasgow from three view 
points : the built form, open space and special features.
Far convenience, the assessment divides the City centre in ten 
sectors or identity areas- which can be regarded as having special
the medical analogy again and consider the process as being of
dissection to arrive at a diagnosis of the parts of the urban fabric,
whether they are ailing or thriving. The difference however is that 
this assessment can only take a broad sweep in order to understand 
the general conditions in visual terms of a city centre which has 
suffered much but which is showing signs of recovery.
3.2 The General Townscape (see Plate 36)
The centre of Glasgow appears to be composed of a compact
internal fabric encompassed by strong visual edges (as defined in 
2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3) they are :
- South, the River Clyde (see plate 37)
- East, High Street (see plate 38)
characteristics or a particular identity One could use
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- and finally North and West the Motorway (sea plata 39)
Important views in the City Centre are provided from the 
Necropolis at the North klest corner, from the River Clyde south and 
from section of the elevated Motorway west. These all together 
build up the skyline of the City Centre. The skyline reflects 
the topographical nature of a modulating site and the variety of 
building height and style. A special appearance of the Victorian 
buildings and their use of high turrets punctuate the generated 
city centre skyline (see plate 40). Furthermore, the built form 
consists of a dense compact internal development built upon a grid 
layout, superimposed on a topography which varies from being flat in 
the east to steeply stepping ground to the west.
The cohesive form at the heart of the city centre gives way 
at the west, north and east parts to an amorphous fringe which contains 
a miscellaneous collection of decaying buildings and vacant lands;
The urban fabric has becoma torn around the edges. The centre is 
also characterised by a strong sense of street frontage based on 
streets blocks of varying size and generally speaking of similar 
heights (see plate 41).
The Centra of Glasgow lacks any major open space or urban 
park. George Square provides a setting for the city chambers and 
is of ceremonial value (c.f. 3.3.1), the Merchant City.
The River which is potentially the most important open space, 
is underdeveloped and its presence is not felt and expressed as it 
should be (c.f. 3.3.5 and 3.3.6, respectively the Broomielaw and 
St Enoch’s).
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Resulting from the growing awareness by the public of Glasgow's 
heritage, conservation policies have been adopted and about half
of the city centre has been designated as conservation areas (see
plate 42). Ulithin this area, there are bout 300 listed buildings of
special architectural or historical interest (see plate 43).
However the built form reflects a continuing struggle between 
Conservation and Redevelopment. In general, new buildings have tended 
to reflect an "international style" which is not always in sympathy
with the character and scale of the city centre, especially in
terms of materials, forms and building density. This has often 
resulted in an incoherent townscape and the scale of familiar street 
scene is changing.
The challenge is now to control the changes in a way which 
retains the general character and the genius locus’; although excessive 
restrictions on good design lead often to the creation of a mere
pastich of past styles of building.
3.3 The Dissected Fabric
The objective is to examine the particular physical properties 
of each of the ten parts of the centre as illustrated in plate 45,
beginning with the Merchant City (plate 46).
3.3.1 The Merchant City : plate 47
Occupying a flat area of ground, The Merchant City represents 
the first phase of Glasgow's westward expansion, from the old
medieval town. The mainly 18th Century street layout comprises of a
rectangular grid with streets of fairly short lengths, providing an
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intimacy of scalB in the external spaces* The fabric is dense and 
the built form presents a wide variety of buildino types. The 
buildings are characterised by the use of a multiplicity of materials 
and a variety in heights and style. There is however, a consistency 
of building line and a continuity of frontages which are often 
expressed by a rich texture of colours and shapes.- Most of this
area is incorporated in the conservation arsa, not so much for the
quality of individual buildings but for the overall cnaractBr 
of the place.
With regard to open spaces, (see plate 43), the area contains 
only one placa of any significance viz George Square. It plays a 
particular rols as a gathering space for civic occasions and provider, 
a setting for some major public building especially the city 
chambers (see plates 49 and 50)*
However the presence of some gate sites (some used as parking)
for example at the end of Georgs Street and Ingram Street (sea
Jan
plats 51), illustrates an imban^ce between the structured western 
section of the area and its ill-defined eastern boundary situated
at the edgB of High Street.
One of the characteristics of the Merchant City is the numerous 
terminating vistas or focal points crsatad by major buildings or 
monuments which close the end of a street, ex the Hucheson Hospital 
on Hutcheson Street and the Melville Monumsnt on Millar Street (see 
plate 52).
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Along with particular features and landmarks, they give a 
legibility to a slightly irregular and varied layout of streets and 
buildings.
To summarise, the Merchant City has a strongly expressed urban 
character but one which shows evidence of neglect and decay. Its 
special qualities lie in the consistent scale of many of its streets, 
its historic buildings some of outstanding qualities, and the richness 
and variety in -its elements and special features.
3.3.2 The Victorian Business Centra (plate 53)
This area is situated west of the Merchant City (see plate 53),
It is based on a regular grid iron street pattarn but unlike ths 
Merchant city, there is little attempt at staggering the grid thus 
shortening the streets (see plates 54 and 55). On the contrary the 
streets generally run straight through providing a larger scale with 
interrupted views along them for a considerable distance. The varying 
slopes of the ground provides striking effects of infinity end 
immediacy (see plate 55).
The built form derived essentially from large monumental 
buildings that rise sheer from the heel of the pavement. Dating from 
the Victorian period, they havs given Glasgow the reputation of che 
finest remaining Victorian city in Britain. This era saw tne use 
of new styles of architecture which although varied in appearance, 
achieved a degreB of unity.
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Resulting from vigorous modelling, a regular building line and 
only slight variation in building height, the overall impression 
is of well structured urban form with a strong sense of the street 
(see plate 56).
The area contains one of Glasgow's most elegant streets, 
Buchanan Street, as illustrated on ‘paga 57. Thi3 has a scale and 
architectural quality which has enabled it to retain a dominant role 
in the city centre. Recent studies (see later chapter) have 
recognised it3 potential in the future development of the centre*
Generally speaking the commercial attraction of this part cf 
the city centre has resulted in a steady renewal of buildings and 
the erection of new buildings of high quality. The two main railway 
stations are in themselves magnificent monuments to the skill and
exhuberancs of the railway age and something of their spirit is
f  s i  t
beginning to be i-e£-fc as part of Glasgow's campaign to restore 
business confidence in the future..
,3.5.3 Blythswood New Town (see plats 60)
This area can be described as the culmination of the Georgian 
period in 1831 (see plates 61 and 62). The grid iron layout or 
earlier developments was continued, regularised and imposed on hi is 
slopes of the hill site. Blythswood Square (see plates 62 and 6^,, 
situated at its summit provides the only green park like squars ir, 
the city centre and represents the main focus of this area.
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This derives from the fact that it was built, rather like 
Edinburgh New Town at one time and in any interrupted sequence, 
thus the strong feeling of unity.
The built form is essentially composed by the succession of 
blocks of regular sizes, that are composed of three storeys terraced 
houses with a sunk basement (see plate 63). The area contains some 
high quality offices and is under pressure for more new high quality 
office buildings.
3.3.4 Charing Cross and Anderston Cross (plate 65)
These two areas lying at the west of Blythswocd New Town have 
immensa damaging changes along their western boundary tc the motorway 
(see plates 66 and 67).
Charing Cross was until recently a focal point in the old 
street pattern of Glasgow and acted as an entry point or gateway to 
the city centrB at the edge of Garnethill. It was a point of 
transition between the commercial centre laying on the premises or 
the east part of Sauchienall Street and the residential elegance 
of its western end. Charing Cross Mansions and the Mitchell Library 
examplify in their architectural quality th9 strategic importance of 
this part of the city centre (see plate 68).
Anderston Cross similarly was a strategic point _n uhe western 
axtsnsion of Aroyle Street but the area was undistinguished*
The building of the motorway has torn the fabric of those two 
areas apart (see plate 69 and 7Q).
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They are full holes and left over space with little attempt to 
repair the torn fabric of what is now not only an important frontaga 
to the motorway but a western boundary of the city centra.
Prospects for the reversal depend on the careful sitinq of high 
quality buixbinos which did not occur so far. The reversal depends 
also on the reintegration of high quality buildings such as the 
above cited Mitchell Library (see plate 68).
As to commemorate the disastrous era of the motorway building, 
the unfinished section of a high level road stands at Charing Cross 
as a monument to the folly of traffic engineers at that time 
(plate 71 )„
3.3.5 The Eroomielaw : plate 72
The Sroomielaw is the area at the south west corner of the city
centre between Argyla Street and the river (see piste 73). The built
by
form is characterised^long narrow blocks explained by the former
p
industrial and warehouse activities. With the desultuds cif the 
river as the commercial artery of Glasgow, the remains of small 
business and workshops, the area presents a state of physical and 
economic decline witnessed in the vacant sites and buildings (sas 
plate 74).
However a great potential is provided on the southern f rune, a pr­
of the area by the very presence of the River Clyde and ohe famous
Broomislau to free over to Rothesay or wherever (see plate 75).
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A great opportunity exists for new development and which would 
focus on the recreation of a fine river frontage in such a 
development, there is one feature which presents a problem viz the mass 
and bulk of the overhead railway lines leackag into Glasgow Central 
Station east and the elevated structure of the motorway viz the 
Kingston Bridge, west (see plate 7o),
3.3.6 St Enoch’s :see plate 77
This area, at its eastern end, was formerly part of the medieval 
city and contained a mixture of small business warehouses, tenements 
and open space. The arrival of the railway at St Enoch’s Station 
destroyed about half the area. The recant closure of the railway 
left a large area of vacant land now mostly used for car parking 
(plates 7B and 79).
The grid iron street pattern, so prevalent elsewhere in the
a
city centre is almost entirely absent. However this areA. presents 
strong continuous frontage along its boundary streets such as
Argyle Street, Saltmarket, Clyde Street and Jamaica Street (see
plate 78).
The area contains some fins buildings, for example, the old 
fishmarket, but much of the remaining built stock is in poor and 
deteriorating condition especially to the south of St Enoch’s site. 
Despite its present appearance, this area is on the threshold of 
great improvement associated with St Enoch’s site and the river 
frontage (see plates 80 and 81)•
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An imaginative scheme of redevelopment on the St Enoch’s 
site has been promoted by the Scottish Development Agency and is now 
under construction. Important improvement has also taken place 
along the River frontage and the former Customs House Quay has been 
transformed into a landscaped promenade.
3.3.7 Cowcaddens & Townhead : plate 82
Situated between the university (3.3.9) and the motorway, the 
area has lost much of its original street pattern as a result of 
the extensive clearance and demolition to create space to the 
motorway and apply the CDA's policies (c.f. J.4 ). The result is
an amorphous collection of buildings and disused land with one or 
two exceptions. The buildings comprise small workshops and stores and 
new housing. (see plates 83 and 84).
The general scene is almost that of a bleak wasteland with 
occasional patches of new windswept landscape’. There is little of 
any real urban quality and certainly no feeling that this area is 
part of the city centre.
3.3.8 Garnethill : see plate 85)
This unique area lies between Sauchiehall Street and the motorway 
at the north west corner of the city centre. As its name implies, 
it is a hill with steep slopes on all sides and the superimposed 
street pattern follows the prevalent general grid (plates 86 and 87).
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The area contains some of the finest buildings in central 
Glasgow such as the outstanding Mackintosh School of Art as well as 
several churches. It is also one of the city's centre last precious 
tenemental area (sea plate 88), Of three or four storeys high 
sometimes with a sunk basement, the tenement offers a perfect 
representation of the urban housing block type. It provides varied 
housing spaces which the city life demands. It is the direct 
response to the grid iron pattern of the streets. It encloses and 
defines the special inhabited space of ths city centre. Its facades 
relata to the size of the street and its width, resulting in a 
unique sense of enclosure. By thejLr very presence, the tenements 
confere to this area the domestic scale and character of any
tenemental area. Tina interior of one of these tenements on Garnetii5.ll
has been preserved in all its authentic detail.
The physical weakness of this area is its promiscuity to the 
motorway and its ragged edge adjacent to the motorway (plate 89).
3.3,9 Strathclyde University : plate 90
This area lies on the north sides of St George Street viz on
the northern edge of tne Merchant City.' Its identity derives
essentially from the university and colleges which occupy most of 
the land (plates 91 and 52),
The area might be regarded as an educational precint but thej.a 
is little adhesion in the layout and too many holes m  tha variso 
shapes of disused or semi derelict land to have ths physical quaixtit.o 
of a precinct.
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The piecemeal nature by which the buildings responded to the 
rapid growth of higher education has allowed this important area to 
develop in an unconstructivs and incoherent fashion. Ths buildings 
themselves are mostly of multi storey construction and constitute 
little if anything to such urban quality as remains. Their scale and 
character divorce thsm from the prevailing character of the city 
centre, south of this area. However because of the important role 
it plays in thi3 pattern as an educational precinct, it nevertheless 
remains part of the city centre.
3,3.10 The Cathedral precint : see plate 93
This area is the site of the~original and earliest phase of 
the development of the city as a religious centre. Only two 
buildings from that age remain, the Cathedral of St Mungo and the 
Provand’s Lordship, resulting from the extensive redevelopment during 
the 19th Century, At present the area is still subject to uncertainty
and change because of major road building proposals (plates 94 and 95)-.
Actually the Cathedral and the Royal Infirmary form the two 
main built components which enclose the Cathedral precinct, undeveloped
open spac8 bound by a heavy traffic artery, High Street (95 and
97).
At present the District Council is studying a variety of 
issues including a pedestrianisation, future traffic flows in oroer 
to develop the precinct as a major place to visit. From being an 
area of chance and uncertainty it will develop 83 a major tourist 
attraction.
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3.4 Summary
In this assessment of the physical characteristics W 8  have 
noted a numbsr of qualities which help to sustain the life of the 
city centre, its small grained pattern of streets and small open 
spaces and reasonably consistent scale and the architectural quality 
that derives mainly from its great Victorian past. We also have 
noted some deficiences or defects in the physical qualities, 
especially in respect to two factors, ths destructive effects of the 
motorway and the neglect of tins river. Thera is also one social 
factor of importance viz the considerable decrease in a resident 
population within the city centre.
Before considering positive ideas for the future development, 
we shall discuss in the next chapter recent policies on the part 
of Glasgow District Council for shaping the future of the city 
centre.
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CHAPTER 4 : PRESENT POLICIES AND ACTIONS
4.1 Introduction
Tina proceeding functional and physical assessments are intended 
to summarise ths nature of Glasgow city centre and to identify areas
of growth as well as areas of stress and decay. Ue now nead to
examine briefly Oificial policies by the Planning Authority which 
have been adopted in response to its perception of the problems of 
the city centre. Recent policies can be summarised in three phases^ --*
- 1975 - 1983 planning policies
- 1984 central area plan
- 1985 Glasgow Action
4.2 1975 — 1983 Planning Policies
Planning policies in these past tan years have been concerned 
with three primary objectives
1. To reduce ths increasing unemployment, ia more jobs
2. Tc tackle urban deprivation and environmental decay.
3. To encourage more people to live in ths city centre.
These policies are reflected in two official documents published by 
Glasgow District Council viz the Glasgow Central Area Plan of 1975 
and the revised Plan of 1983.
4.2.1 The 1975 Glasgow Central Area Plan
This plan was prepared at a time when a major reorganisation of 
local government in Scotland was taking effect, It was publisned at 
the time of discovery of North Sea oil which was expected >..o create 
an economic boom from which industry, especially in the west oi 
Scotland would benefit.
OUNDARY
In this Plan an attempt was madB to reconcils the concliting 
demands on parts of the central area while recognising that other 
parts were falling into disuse. The latter were called "areas of 
need" and ware the subject of a separate Report which was submitted 
to the Secretary of State in January 1974 j this special Report wa3 
prepared in response to a fear that the situation in Glasgow was so 
serious that there could be an upsurge of social and physical 
unrest and further unplanned migration would occur unless positive 
action was taken.
The 1975 Report covered the area illustrated in plata 99 its 
essential features can be summarised as follows
a) Transportation and Accessibility : to improve traffic flow
by means of major roed-works as wall as promoting the segregation, 
where possible, between pedestrians and vehicular traffic. It is 
indeed in this local plan that appeared proposals for the motorway 
box (refer tc plate 84).
b) Variety of Activities : these to be maintained or developed in
the city centre, aimed at promoting net only as full and varied a 
range of employment as possible, but the general activity and 
attractiveness of the centre.
c) Conservation and Townscape : care and protection of t'nB existing 
heritage not only in respect to the archeological quality but to the 
whole townscape of the central area.
d) Comprehensive Redevelopment : these policies to be scalsd down
but work within the Anderston, Cowcaddens and Townhead CDAs to be
continued.
In this 1975 Plan* it can ba ssan that tha planners wore 
working in a mood of optimism in tha being that tha situation would 
be changing for the better. 'It was thought that industrial decline 
could be relatively easily arrestBd by the new source of wealth 
emanating from North Sea Oil. Thus these policies wers reflected in
an ambitious plan for the whole of tha central area of the city, 
combining conservation for the inner parts and redevelopment for the 
outer parts. However, cuts in the public expenditure camA scon to 
slacken their enthusiasm.
4.2.2 The 1983 Glasgow Central Area Plan (plate 100 j
This revised Plan for the_central area focussed on two major 
problems t—
~ social and economic 
- physical and environmental 
The main objectives can be illustrated in tha following chart
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Whilst this Raport thus concentrates on sconcmic objectives, 
it attempts to link them to an assessment of the major urban ana 
architectural qualities from which the image of tha city derives,
The objectives can be summarised as follows :-
-- Policy 1 : A programme of environmental improvement to be
drawn up geared to supporting job creation and 
investment in the public and private sectors.
- Policy 2 : Promotion of the city for office location
especially the "headquarters" type of development.-
-- Policy 3 : Manufacturing activities linked or dependent on 
major offics/business services and shopping to 
be encouraged to remain in the cantral eras,.
~ Policy 4 : Improvement of shopping environment ana promotion
of tha city as a high quality shopping centre
- Policy 5 ; Tha Broomieiau area to be designatsd as a commercial
improvement area, new housing.
With regard to the first of these objectives (Policy 1), ths following 
areas were considered as special project areas whare an Intensive and 
comprehensive approach to their improvement or development is 
necessary, they are
- The Brocmialau
- St Enoch's
- Merchant City
- Cathedral precinct
LOCAL FLAN BOUNDARY
! Year 19 S3 OPPORTUNITIES
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FLOODLIGHTING
RIVERSIDE WALKWAY EXTENSION 
STREET TREE°LA.NTING 
WESTERN EuuE'IMPRGVEMEMT '
MAJOR EM TRY POINT IMPROVEMENT 
RAM5HCRN KIRETARD IMPROVEMENT 
GEORGE SQUARE IMPROVEMENT 
NEW PUBLIC SQUARE
70WNHEAD And CCWCABDENS LANDSCAPING 
STRATHCLYDE UNPyGRETTY LANDSCAPING
These onvixonmental improvement po2.icd.Bs were to be suoported 
by the publication of broad design guides or opportunities to 
secure the quality oi environment within the central area especially
a) the retention of the scale and character of the existing street 
pattern, building Ims, continuity of frontage and the basic characte 
of the street facades.
b) encouragement of sensitive development of infill and gap sites 
with particular regard to the scale of buildings, treatment of 
exposed gable walls, scrssn planting and Boundary improvement* (see 
plate 1C1 )•
4.2.3 Comments
As in so many planning reports, ideas and policies ara seen 
almost exclusively in two dimensions. Little or no consideration 
was given to the visual qualities to be achieved in implementing the 
plan. Host noticeable is the absence of any recommendation for the 
Charing Cross/Anderston Cross area which to this day remains in craat 
need of an urban design policy. In making these comments it should 
be said that the 1983 Report is much more specific and positive than 
the previous Report of 1S75.
4•3 The 1984 Plan
This Plan covers a wider area than the c i t y  centre - sea plate
102. However, it discussed the city car.tre in the following terms
"It is the area of maximum accessibility by both public and 
private transport, to the greatest number of people of 
Glasgow and Strathclyde Region. The city centre has 
developed as a major service centre for west central Scotland 
providing the largest concentration and variety of shops, 
three quarters of the office floorspace within the Strathclyde 
Region, a complete range of further educational establishments, 
a variety of major medical facilities, theatres and many 
leisure facilities."
19 8 L G l a s g o w  D i s t r i c t  Local  Plan
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I he Report adopted a minimum strategy (Refer to piata /!03).
It recognised that the large areas of vacant sites are difficult to 
develop and costly to maintain as open space. It also acknowledged 
that whilst the fabric of the city is deteriorating, thera is 
insufficient finance to maintain or improve existing properties let 
alone develop new ones. The Report thus concluded that resources 
should be concentrated on supporting the ’good' parts in Glasgow and 
to capitalise on their attractiveness. The main recommendations are 
therefore concentrated on the city centre (see plate 104), and 
specifically on an idea of linear development which is referred to 
as a ’string of pearls’. There are three lines in this idaa:- 
(see Plata 104)
- Line A : Along the River Clyde from Queen’s Dock to Glasgow
Green.
- Line B : Along Buchanan Street from the site of the proposed
cornmercial/ccnfsrence centre at Buchanan Street,/ 
Sauchiehall Street to th9 site of the other 
proposed commercial/cultural centre at the site of 
St Enoch’s station.
- Lins C : From tha Cathedral precinct to Glasgow Green.
4.3.2 Comment
The idaa of a ’string of peals’ concantrated mainly onto the 
eastern and southern parts of the city centre, tackling seme areas 
of need and leaving the western parts, especially tha mo-orway untcuch

It c2 pl.t3I.1 s8s mainly on the potantial development of tha north/ 
south spine, i.e. Buchanan Street, ths part which is considered to 
have the greatest potantial for development of high ouality.
4*4 Glasgow Action
4.4,1 In October 1985 the Scottish Development Agency published a
Report entitled ’The Potential of Glasgow City Centre’ which
describes the outcome cf a study concerning the City centre and the
development of its service industries. To quote
"The programme of initiatives outlined in this Summary Report 
will not only help build Glasgow’s service sector and 
revitalise the city centre, but will provide the basis for
a sustainable economic role for the city"
The SDA Report put forward four objectives to achieve "fundamental.,
self-sustaining change in service industry
1. Make Glasgow more attractive as a business basev eg by drawing
more Headquarter functions to the city.
2. flake Glasgow more attractive to people to live and work in.
3. Create an entrepreneurial environment by concentrating on 
sectors in which Glasgow has basic strengths,
4. Promote Glasgow by giving it a new vision especially fcr those
groups cf paople at senior management level, (plates 105
and 106).
The Report is unusual as it is a combination of an economic 
strategy related to studies by a firm of management consultants and 
an urban design strategy by Gordon Cullen which seek.o to cichj.eve a 
revitalised city centre. The strategy proposed is "to be achieved by
a process of emphasis and manipulation rather than dra3-ic surgsrs „
(plate 107 )
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An act of faith
B E LIEV IN G  in Glasgow 
Action, the main proposals for 
which were announced yes- 
- terday, is an act of faith. There 
exists a fund of good w ill for 
the venture but nof too much in 
the way of money up front. 
.Yesterday’s publicity launch 
was not the greatest exercise in 
public persuasion. An example 
was the promise in w ritin g ,(in 
a press release) by the SDA,- 
progenitors of Gl2sgow Action, 
that " the much-debated de­
molition of the Gorbals 
“ Greek” Thomson church and 
its subsequent rebuilding at the 
top of Buchanan Street will, 
indeed, go ahead. This is not 
just a publicity eye-catcher. 
The SDA and most Glas­
wegians 'will know well that 
such a radical and exciting 
venture represents the son of 
cavalier spirit which Glasgow 
has lacked for years and which 
is all the more welcome for 
that reason. In a sense the 
Greek Thomson church, trans­
planted to the top of Buchanan 
Street, could yet become a 
symbol of the resurgent 
Glasgow heart. Alas, there are 
already doubts. When questions 
were asked at the launch 
yesterday the answers were 
not as categorical as the SDA’s 
confident PR pronouncements. 
A ll depends, it is said, on 
getting a contractor, or on the 
costs, or who will stump up. In 
other words it is a great idea 
and it w ill probably happen. 
Give it a chance. Something 
w ill turn up. Keep faith. At this
point the fund of good will 
begins to become ever so 
slightly depleted and the act of 
faith becomes tested.
Other questions begin to 
nag. How committed is the 
private sector '"which is 
expected to stump up most of 
the money for this spectacular 
transformation of the inner 
city? How much trust might be 
placed in private enterprise’s 
philanthropy? Are we too late 
campaigning for immigrant 
head offices now that the days 
of the Britoils are gone? I f  the 
symbolically shifting Greek 
Thomson church turns out to he 
a bluff then how severely must 
the faith be tested thereafter?
Some encouragement has al­
ready been found, notably in 
B rito il’s offer to fund much of 
the restoration of the c ity ’s 
pnncipal Thompson church in 
St Vincent Street. This is an. 
act of great generosity 
and deserves public gratitude. 
Some of the regeneration 
process has begun already 
with creditable private housing 
developments and small 
business starts, mostly in the 
service sector. For the moment 
the good w ill is preserved and 
the faith intact. Glasgow 
Action will be in the news for 
years to come and it deserves a 
happy launch and public 
support in an age when Scots, 
with their expectations bat­
tered these past 20 years, car 
be excused a touch o! 
scepticism.
plate 106
Tha central theme of the design proposals is that of "a live—
wire — an axis that will epitomise the city” — and the study revealed
that Buchanan Street is the only street that has this potential.
Tha concept of this axial street (plats ^  ) i3 that of a cultural
civic centre created mainly out cf the wasteland at the North end
(plate 109 and 110) and a lively new shopping complex at the South
end, at St Enoch’s (plate 111 and 112). This theme is thus not that 
11
of a”single civic gesture, it is both ends of a single spectrum; 
they need each other and that is the spark”.
A second theme is that of the riverside, a ’’counterpoint to 
the vitality of Buchanan Street”* Gordon Cullen illustrates the 
potential development of the riverside, not as a continuous walkway 
but as a sequence of places each of which epitomises a facet of 
riverside life with a 3 minute stroll between each to make a river­
side chain" (see Fig. 113). It represents a major achievement not 
only in bringing the rivar into the ambienca of the city centra 
but in providing a pedestrian route of human scale and multiple 
interests.
A third theme concerns the motorway boundary of the central 
area and the image of the walled city. The Report illustrates tirosa 
key locations on the western boundary which act as entry points to it 
city centre (see plate 114) and suggests that new office devslcpmairrs 
in the form of bastions shc-uld emphasise these points; they would 
become the new gateways.
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T h e  u n d e r l y i n g  p r i n c i p l e  i s  n o t  e x p a n s i o n  b y  s n a p p i n g  u p  t h  
s o f t  o p t i o n s  b u t ,  t h r o u g h  i m p l o s i o n ,  f o r m i n g  a  c o m p a c t  c i t y  
c e n t r e  t h a t  c o m e s  a l i v e .  B e y o n d  t h a t  n o t h i n g  m a t t e r s ,  n o r  w 
i t  e v e r  m a t t e r  i f  G l a s g o w ' s  c e n t r e  d o e s  n o t  c a p t u r e  t h e  
i m a g i n a t i o n .
—  GLASGOW ACTION B U CH AN AN S T R E E T
E N O C H S  l 
YAP.D J
BUCHANAN STREET T h e  poi a r i z a t i o n  o f B u c h a n a n  S t r e e t  -  c r i t i c a l  t o  t h e  w h o l e
s t r a t e g y  -  i s  a c h i e v e d  b y  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  n e w  d e v e l o p m e n t s  a n  
e i t h e r  e n d ,  w h i c h  w i l l  d e f i n e  t h e  s p e c t r u m  o f  a c t i v i t y  a n d  
a t m o s p h e r e  t h a t  a  g r e a t  c i t y  g e n e r a t e s .  T h e  s t r e e t  s l o p e s  u p  
t o w a r d s  i t s  n o r t h e r n  e n d  w h e r e  a  n e w  c i v i c  s p a c e  c o m m a n d i n g  
t h e  s t r e e t  i s  s u g g e s t e d .  A t  t h e  l o w e r  e n d ,  w h e r e  B u c h a n a n  
S t r e e t  m e e t s  t h e  r i v e r s i d e  c h a i n ,  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  a  p o p u l a r  
f o c u s  i n  t h e  s h a p e  o f  E n o c h ’ s Y a r d  i s  p r o p o s e d .
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2 The C a le d o n ia  Road Church  
ro v e d  to the  new square  -  th e  
d is ta n t  s i ’j n a l  t h a t  rem inds  
the  c i t y  o f  i t s  c a p i t a l
2 C a le d o n ia  Road C hurch by 
A le x a n d e r "G re e k "  Thompson> 1856
3 C a le d o n ia  Square  -  e n c lo s u re  
and geom e try
4 C a le d o n ia  Square -  the  i n t e r i o r
5 C a le d o n ia  Square -  a u t h o r i t y ,
enclosure and geometry. The   GLASGQ'Y/ ACT !GN THE N E W  S Q U A R E
b u i ld in g s  on th e  podium  a re  
s e rv ic e d  fro m  be lo w , and th e  
p e d e s tr ia n  has a c h o ic e  o f  
ro u te s  to  the  d i f f e r e n t  p a r ts  
and le v e ls  o f  th e  square

Enoch' s Y ard  -  th e  u rb an  
v i l la g e
E noch 's  Y ard  l i n k s  Buchanan 
S tre e t  w ith  th e  R iv e r s id e  
Chain and th e  S t E n o ch ’ s 
Centre
G LASG OW  ACTION ST EN O C H
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4.4.2 Comment
Against a background of increasing realism in recent plans and 
proposals by Glasgow District Council, the SDA report and the studies 
by Gordon Cullen have added a new even if incomplete dimension to tha 
prospects of change and physical improvements to the centre of 
Glasgow.
By means of a well illustrated report and a well marketed 
campaign, Glasgow Action is already showing some signs of s u c c b s s  ;
St Enoch1s square is already developing as a vast glass covered 
shopping complex.
4.5 Summary
Through the study of the four planning reports, we have noti»j. 
a change of approach by the local authorities to how to handle to 
problem of Glasgow city centre decline and decay. The change recognise: 
the potential of urban design as an instrument of urban change, 
attesting for this argument, is the late Glasgow Action report,,
The Glasgow Action report was prepared in co-operation with tha 
Glasgow District Council and its strategy concentrates on one particular 
idea, Buchanan Street, recognised as one of the strong areas in ti e 
city centre. The ideas illustrated in the report represent not a 
master plan but a series of related projects, which could be the bas ;
for complementary studies and urban design projects.
tn the nex t  conclud ing chap te r  we w i l l  sum  up the i n f o r m c t i o n ,
li f
assess e^in the preceeding  chapters^ by sett ing cut our  own contribut ion m  
p ro v id e  o p p o r t u n  u i t y  f o r  change in Glasgow City Centre . These luca 
wi l l  be  im p le m e n te d  u n d e r  the f o r m  
- F i r s t  of g en e ra l  p roposa ls  r e b te d  to the gene ra l  f a b r i c  of the city
- Second of local ised proposa ls re lated to each com ponen t  p a r t  of 
the d issected fcbric  ( c f  3 .3 )
i. t s 
cen t re
57 .
In the next chapter wB^put forward ideas concerning the 
motorway, one boundary area of the city centre which has been 
superficially dealt with in the report and still shows signs of no 
urban definition in relation to the city centre. It represents in 
our view a major potential for the new identity of Glasgow city 
centre.
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CHAPTER 5 : GENERAL CONCLUSIONS : OPPORTUNITIES
5.1 Introduction
The proceeding chapters have indicated the forces of change 
which have shaped the functions and physical appearance of tha city 
centre as we see today. They have also indicated the different 
policies, often not concluding the local planning authorities have 
implemented upon Glasgow city centrB to counteract the economic 
decline and the general decay.
The aim of this concluding chapter of the thesis is to draw 
the lessons and the conclusions learnt from our assessment of Glasgow 
city centre mechanisms and propose opportunities, that, in our 
opinion, will promote and develop the city centre particular 
qualities and assets in order to improve the economic and physical 
environments. The subject will be discussed under four headings :
- A concludlng assessment of the economic and physical 
characteristics of Glasgow city centre.
- The production of general proposals in order to improve the 
city centre physical environment and strengthen its inherent 
qualities and assets.
- The production of localised urban design policies related 
to the component parts areas assessed in 3.3,the dissected fabric*
- An urban design solution which applies some of the proposals 
emitted earlier, especially related to the fringes area, le the
west flank of the motorway, of the city centre.
60.
The aim of this concluding chapter is thus to provide a 
framework for economic and physical initiatives and related 
opportunities. It does, not seek to provide a specific list of 
matters related to a detailed and defined economic strategy.
5.2 The General Assessment
Undoubtedly, Glasgow city centre is the focus of Glasgow's 
economy, wealth and investment. The varietyof uses generates 
the city's atmosphere whilst in physical terms, it provides much of 
Glasgow's identify. However, through the preceeding assessments^ 
we have identified the weaknesses and strengths it presents today. 
These lattars will be summarised under two sub-headings :
- the economic assessment
- the physical assessment
5.2.1 The economic assessment
The economic role of the demarcated city centre has bean 
gradually changing and this has been reflected in the employment end 
activities trends (c.f. 2.3 Activities). The main functions to bs 
found in the city centre relate primarily to retailing and who.'.'-: * .* . 
distribution (c.f. 2.3.3.), financial and business services (c.r\
2.3.7), public administrations (c.f-. 2.3.9), transport and commun- 
ications (c.f. 2.3.2) and finally a weak element of manufactui-:usg -.nd 
industry (c.f. 2.3.6jt^over 'the last twenty years, as a result 
population movement cut of the centre, changing technology and 
accommodation requirements, a clear shift has been taking place j.n 
terms of industrial structure, resulting in a reduction of the 
overall employment,, but with an increased emphasis on the service 
sector.
Thus the strength of the present economic basis of Glasgow 
city centre derives from the retention and expansion of the 
different business and finance services. If this trend is to be 
maintained, the city fathers, should, in our opinion, concentrate 
their efforts in dealing adequately with the deterrent factors to
C
the continuation of more of these activities, without lessening tha 
others : the factors referred to are mainly the built form 
constraints, the car parking/traffic congestion problems and above 
all the poor image that shadows Glasgow's reputation. Other economic 
assets assessed are the very presence into the city centre of 
education of establishments (c.f. 2.3.5) which shou^ a steady 
expansion.
Despite these strong assets there has been a steady economic 
decline and a shrinking boundary of the economic core (c.f. 2.4).
The latest and official report ie Glasgow Action (c.f. 4-4) has 
adequately highlighted these deficiences and put forward the 
different actions and initiatives of development necessary to build 
on the economic strength of the city centre.
5.2.2 The physical assessment
Glasgow city centre reflects'the economic decline assessed 
earlier by means of a general decay. Its built form consists of an 
internal dense compact commercial development on a grid iron layout 
of canyon like streets,superimposed on an undulating topography.
This gives way on its northern and western parts^towards the motor­
way/ to an amorphous mixture of land use together with a considerable 
amount of undeveloped land and deteriorating buildings. (Refer to 3.2 
The General Townscape).
Although acclaimed to be the finest surviving exemple of a 
great Victorian city, with its particular concentration of valuable 
architecture at its centre, Glasgow city centre l$cks the memorable 
features that could articulate its existing assets. These l e t t e r s  
in terms of major public buildings and open space such as squares 
and pedestrian precincts,are either scattered throughout the centra 
or poorly designed and articulated to form a strong, easily reached 
public space maze.
However, the existing strong assets, developed above, could 
easily be strengthened by minor improvements. Uhat is really in 
need of major urban development are the boundary areas. They are 
the area problems of Glasgow city centre. Their boundary position
is strongly defined but what is more appalling is their decaying
cut tc.v
present situation, illustrated either by the slashes A the 
motorway construction (North and West), the dereliction of the 
fabric (east) and demolition (south). This’brutally formed be,:,. ' • • / 
are the potential areas for any future development and if anything 
is due to happen, it will happen there.
To sum up, Glasgow city centre is isolated by vacant sites 
and full of holes. Filling up these'holes is only possible if wa 
accept the reality Glasgow city centre presents in terms of existing 
assets and existing order thus knitting in adequately the new, Thun 
the general proposals.
5.3 General Proposals
These proposals arise directly from the general assessment 
carried out in chapters 2 and 3 and summarised above. They will :,nt
forward ideas and principles, in order to deal adequately with the 
problems highlighted above in 5.2.2.
5.3.1 The general city centra fabric
This first proposal relates to the city centre fabric in 
general. Ue accept the grid as being one successful tool of land 
development especially in the fringe areas. This means thB exton :-i 
as much as possible of the grid prevalent in the central structured 
core onto these ill defined areas in order to disciplinate any 
new developments and recreate some of the urban order and urban 
design qualities found in the core.
Ue also accept Gordon Cullen's strategy (c.f. 4.4.1) of an
internal axis implemented by a southern counterpart, the riverside
chain. However, we reserve cur opinion concerning the motorway 
section, as we will develop later.
Ue also propose as much as possible open space to develop .in 
the Townhead/Cowcaddens sections (c.f. 3.3.7) providing the 
development of the special activities that find no room in the 
dense fabric of the core, as it will be referred to later.
5.3.2. The grid
The arid presents no special differentiated character in its 
main streets, such as the pedestrian commercial "Z. (c.f. 2.3.3), as 
opposed to the ordinary streets. To promote a differentiation, we 
impose a "green grid" i.e. row of trees, onto the grey grid i.e3 
the existing street canyons, with a special emphasis on :
- High Street, due to its historical importance
- the pedestrian 2  , formed by Sauchiehall Street, North 
Argyle Street south and Buchanan Street as the linkino 
North/South spine.
- the Riverside because of its natural asset.
- Along the motorway edge to permit a green heaiting process 
of the wounds generated by the motorway construction, as 
it will be developed later.
- The new developed linking road/Boulsvard between Buchanan 
Street and the motorway on the premises of Cowcaddans Read, 
boundary between Garnethill (3.3.4) and Cowcaddens/Townhand 
(3.3.7).
5.3.3 Parking
At present parking in the city centre is of two forms
- road side parking
- or in multi-storey oarages.
The deficiencies of these lattsrs /ay in their weak association :-,h 
the motorway, thus the remaining problem of congestion in the oi:y 
centre. We propose, as a possible solution, the concentration ni'1 
future parking garages nearby the motorway and its access roads 
particularly in the Cowcaddens/Townhe'ad area where plenty of un­
developed land is provided. Concerning the road side parking, it
d
is essentially concentrated in the grieved streets of the centre. A 
possible solution towards the removal of the road side parking is to 
apply a planning decision that encourages by fiscal policies, the 
development of the typical block core from shabby spaces to actraotiv
3.4 storeys high sheddsd garages or ground level parking area. Thus 
the participating role of the block as part of a general planned 
parking structure.
5.3.4 Touwnscape details
It deals essentially with the environment of the pedestrian 
precincts and the riverside walkways / Walkways which quality decs.', 
upon the provision of well designed street furniture, adequate 
landscaping and well maintained pavement surfaces. At pressnt thes 
are very poor in their quality and quantity.
For example taking the case of Sauchiehall Street, a more 
permanent surface treatment is required as well as an imaginative 
scheme to consolidate its character as a pedestrian precinct. This 
scheme can include road narrowing by allowing light structures such 
as arcades or longitudinal mails in the middle of the street to 
provide enclosed sitting areas as well as sheltered independent 
retailing stands.
5.3.5 Conservation
This policy has been comparatively successful but at the 
expense of a running battle with new developments, which ars being 
forced to the periphery and usually into unattractive environments 
This situation is not to encourage the company headquarters type 
developments as encouraged in 4.4.1. Therefore a new area for lore 
prestige office blocks is required. It is suggested that the 
boulevard mentioned in 5.3.2 be developed for this purpose,
5.3.6 Land use
The image of the city centre is largely a direct reflection 
of the prevalent land use within it. Accordingly, it is appic, .* ■ 
to consider the whole of the city centre as a mixed use area as
in
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assessed in 2.3. However implementation of new uses required some 
exception to be made e.g. to not integrate new light industry into 
new office development .
These are the general proposals summarised in Plate 1H .
They deal mainly with the key problems of the city centre. When 
related to the different local areas assessed in 3.3 they take the 
form of localised proposals or policies, developed as follows ;
/
5.4 The Localised Proposals
Each area assessed in 3.3 has come out with qualities as well 
as deficiencies. It is the aim of this section to reinforce the 
f o r m e r s  and nwee$r out" the latters, by means cf policies and 
proposals of development. As the assessment started with the 
Merchant City, the first area to look at is therefore :
5.4.1 The merchant city
It is important that the urban design qualities identified 
in 3.3.1, should be maintained. Whilst it is desirable that as many 
of the existing buildings as possible should remain, where demolition 
is unavoidable and where gap sites already exist, neu development 
should mtaintain the existing street -pattern and building lines and 
where appropriate take account of the role  or terminating vistas.
Although new buildings should be of a high quality design, 
they should not necessarily attempt to match the existing buildings 
in terms of height and materials.
P a r k i n g / c o n g e s t i o n  p r o b l e m s  s h o u l d  b e  d e a l t  w i t h  b y  a l l o w i n g  
t h e  p r o p o s e d  b l o c k  p a r k i n g  p o l i c y  i n t r o d u c e d  above i n  5.3.3 a s  w e l l
as the building of high quality multistorey garagBs on ths satarn 
boundary of the Merchant city i.e. High Street.
5.4.2 The Victorian business centre
Assessed as being a strong area of the city centre, it is 
therefore the provision of reintorcsd urban design policies that 
will help maintain^reinforce and enhance the characteristics j.dent— 
ified in 3.3.2.
This can be achieved either by the refurbishment and reusa 
of older buildings or the incorporation of the existing fascades 
into any naw development or faeSally by sensible infill. These 
should not try to imitate the older neighbours but respect the 
unifying factors of buildings lines and street containment as idsnt
Q
ified in 3.3.2. As introduced earlier, the Z shepped shopping core 
is in need of strong articulation to strengthen the structure of 
the bi-polar core, It is considered that the transition between 
the two pedestrianised streets, Sauchiehall and Buchanan Street, 
should be reinforced and punctuated by a formal open space, 
situated at the junction of the two above cited streets with the 
boulevard introduced in 5.3.2 and Cathedral Street, all elements of 
the green arid introduced earlier in 5.3.2. Therefore the square 
becomes a focal feature with a strong element of tree planting, 
prestige office blocks, permitting a vista down Buchanan Street,
5.4.3 Blythswood new town
The strong individual character of this area in 3.3.3, should 
be preserved entirely through conservation and every eftort shouxo be 
made to preserve the surviving original buildings and to ensure
6 8 .
that any new development, where permitted, respects the original 
Georgian character of the area. Blythswood square gardens could be 
usefully opened to public use.
5.4.4 Charing Cross and Anderston Cross
With those two areas start, the decaying fringes of the city
centre.
As it will be developed later, Charing Cross is the area 
where it is necessary to maintain the street pattern, continuity of 
frontages, building scale and sense of enclosure. The definition of 
the town western edge (assessed in 3.3.4) should ba improved by the 
tunnelling of this section of the motorway, from St Vincent Street 
to Sauchi8hali Street., to permit a grand plaza to take place, ador.r: ; 
by the very presence of the Mitchell Library as developed later.
Anderston Cross is the area of the west flank of the motorway 
routs where destruction has been the mere intensive (c.f. 3.3.4).
It is now an area of no grand concern, where multilevel junctions 
push their way skyward. To balanc a the dominance of the motorwayv wa 
propose that multi-storey prestige office blocks develop in between 
the junctions with regularity and symetry with a strong element of 
landscaping. These two areas need a powerful remedy to knit the 
fabric together, as developed in a larer section.
5.4.5 The Broomielaw
This area is essentially characterised by the proximity of the 
river as a major natural asset, (c.f. 3.3.5). We should thus take 
the opportunity to give back the river its potential use, not as an
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industrial route but as a fully developsd recreational open stsci 
Although already being tackled, the river banks are in need of mors 
qualification than the mere existing walking and sitting areas.
Concerning the built form we accept Gordon Cullen’s propcj ..L- 
of the riverside chain (c.f. 4,4.1).
5.4.6 St Enoch's
The development of the St Enoch’s station will revitalise 
this area and determine its essential character. It is alraady 
going works for a mixed commercial/leisure development. As sugo 
in the above area, the new development should tackle tha river h: 5 
and we also accept Gordon Cullen’s proposals of the rivsrside 
chain. However, the only problem is the removal of the crig.i: .1 
car parking, on the site of the new development. We suggest 
parking should be integrated below the new centres
5.4.7 Cowcaddens/Townhead
It is the arsa of the city centre with tha grsaiast pot.uit 1
It is hera where any nsw development will occur. It will prr/it
the city centre all the activities it lacks (c.f. 2,3) ., .in tn - 
large recreational grounds for outdoor sporting activities, open 
space, car parking and above all else the setting for the naadr !
prestige blocks, (c.f. both 4.4.1 and 5,3.2). The amorphous 1: . :
be s t r e n g t h e n e d  q r  r e i n f o r c e d  by d e f in i t e  fqontacic  
pattern shoulcT^sither by new Duildrngs or in tna case or .-3
boulevard bv landscaping and tree planting. The motorway, undn.i. ■-* 1 >
form of the northern linear parkland will provj.oe the outer gre^n
edge to the area.
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5.4.8 Garnethill
As it exists, this area presents strong urban design qualities 
(c.f. 3.3.8). However its main weakness is its edge position to 
the motorway and its shortage of parking space. Ue suggest that 
the edge conditions should be dealt with, as introduced earlier, b v  
means of a gridded parkland setting that will provide locations to 
humane/ess/buildings such as sheltered or engraved parking areas*
5.4.5 Strathclyde University
T, . . . , . , the. universi ty . .The educational environment, intensity provides is or very
poor quality (c.f, 3.3.9) mainly characterised by scattered buildings,; 
undeveloped open spacef^not street enclosure. To develop it as 
a qualified precinct we suggest to create a clearly defined and 
structure sequences cf spaces to park with the buildings,; crsata 
also a softer more humane environment to offset tha rather
harch overscaled appearance of the buildings as existing and try 
as much as possible to develop a continuous street frontage*
5,4.10 The Cathedral precinct
Of historical importance, this precinct’s already tha focus 
of good intentions which did not achieve so far. The attractiveness 
of this historic place of the city as a place to visit is already 
felt by the local authorities and ue hope that the work on its 
premises begin^soon.
Approaching each assessed area with i-s respecting locall&ed 
proposals together with the general proposals, will permit tha
localisation on soma opportunities which we think are vital to the 
revitalisation of Glasgow city centra. Although general, they era 
positive suggestions, as they relate solely to the context and 
insert themselves in some of the local planning policies for f u tu r s  
development, especially thus of^'feasgou Action Report.
At present, the city centre presents three major potential area 
for new developments. The edge along the river which is already 
undergoing changes and it can be expected that the ideas illustrated 
by Gordon Cullen in the Glasgow Action Report will be brought to 
fruition and the river Clyde will once again assert itself as a 
major asset to the city.
The Northern area ie Cowcaddens/Townhead is one other 
potential area. Ideas have been emitted above to guide its devel­
opment and we hope that they will achieve positive actions.
The Western broken edge which still remains a witness tc 
destructive way in which high speed roads are forced through the 
fabric of the city. As an urban design exercise, we propose to
take the west flank of the urban motorway as an example of a design
abo ve . .
approach to some proposals emitted ^ related to this area (cj i .»
5.4.7).
5.5 Towards an Assimilation of the Urban Motorway
5.5.1 Introduction
The urban motorway is the main subject of this section of tha
concluding Chapter of the thesis, concentrating on those urban
. o
design problems which are exemplified along the west flank, i that
section from St. George's Cross to the Kingston Bridge. The subject 
will be discussed under two headings
7 . A possible modification of the motorway route with regrouped
junctions and reduced feeder roads as well as a visual 
solution to the modified motorway in relation to the proposal 
emitted above, in 5.4.4.
2. A new idea for the section of the presently constructad
motorway which is better assimilated into the urban fabric.,
5.5.2 The Road Form
The MB Motorway was pushed through Glasgow along the sasieot 
route in areas where large scale demolition was in progress (s-, 3 
plate 115). Contrary to what was planned the engineers paid not 
apparent regard to minimal environmental standards such as ;
- scale and visual qualities
- repairing the torn fabric of the city
- protection against noise and pollution
The motorway proposals ignored the potential of providing 
positive new element in the city, one that was sufficiently wsli 
integrated into the fabric of the city. This may have been due fu 
two factors namely a failure to recognise the motorway as an 
essential piece of urban design and secondly an inadequate biKjgn ■, 
for its construction and landscaping.
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It will be noticed that the motorway, along a relatively 
short section has five different forms (rsfsr to plate 115)
1. Elevated on raised structure : Kingston Bridge
2. At Grade with raised junctions: Anderston Cross (plate 115)
3. Sunken in narrow cutting : Charing Cross n
A, In a tunnel : Charing Cross (Plata 117)
5. Sunken with slopping banks : Woodside *
These five sections illustrate the crudeness and destructive 
effect of the motoruay design and construction and it is the objective 
of this chapter to put fcrward certain design principles which would 
help to alleviate these defects and restore the torn parts of the 
urban fabric along the western boundary of the centre area or the 
city.
Generally the route of the motorway through Glasgow follows 
areas of decay or obsolescence, but in its design and construction 
it represents two types of failure :
1, It has not been assimilated into the urban fabric
2. where multi-level construction has been necessary, it h'vj
been carried out in an insensitive manner.
Both of these failures are concerned with urban design
—  THE ROAD FORM
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5.5.3 The Ideal Solution
This section of the chapter puts itself back in time, in 1975, 
before the motorway construction. It is an attempt to prcposB a ;isu 
motorway setting that will emerge from the 1975 conditions viz.
- a strong grid iron street pattern
- a dense fabric plus a natural asset, the river, and
- a motorway route designed by road engineers
This new motorway setting relates also to the
8 (c f  A Pp sn d ix  on q )
discussed environmental af fectsA jltv order to prevent or to minimise
their impacts. To do so, objectives are emitted. They are s
- the regrouping of the..elevated junctions to concentrate the
unavoidable fabric destruction necessary for the
construction, on some key areas
- the reduction of the feeder roads therefore tha reduction 
of their noise intrusion
- and above all else, the retaining as much as possible of 
the existing fabric.
It is in this order that this solution is called ideal., ' b l.: 
as defined by the dictionary as being "existing only in the 
imagination or as an idea not likely to be achieved", bis will
approach this ideal solution by looking first at the 1975 conditions.
The 1975 conditio_ns__w_ere_
a) A grid iron street pattern deriving from the westward axpan sion
i .1 .ds t, .
of the grid. It is composed of 2 differentiated angled grid tn? 
meet at the line where the motorway route is to be driven (see rig 
a on plate 118).
oht&fc nswn Ki'^fe'i ti 'rv,fht'@ j”n I W W -  ~ M\'i
vM#3fe3tefi^ ;|: (M M fem iy-}« W if.il & stffkmdck H- f  'p  
r i . v - f f i f S M M - i ' A X S n  O.CaS.r’.it feSr--;
Their potential lies into their ability to permit the free flowing 
of the traffic from the mother source into the fabric of the city;
b) A dense built form composed of irregular peripheral blocks, 
some of them inhabiting some major public buildings such as the 
Mitchell Library. Although parts of the fabric ara in a state of 
decay already undergoing comprehensive redevelopment, south Andersto 
Cross and Wcodside North, the area In between viz Charing Cross, 
represents one major junction between the city centre and Park 
Circus which represents one important satellite area by its very 
function, an educational precinct and its architectural and urban 
character (Refer to fig b on plate 118).
c) A motorway route. We assume that its direction and curvature
hav8 been adequately and carefully determined by the exact 
calculations. Although we take the opportunity to suggest some 
modification to its form (Refer to fig. c on plate 118).
The Idj3al_S0JLuti.cn
It essentially relates the three above discussed elements in 
order to verify the objectives emitted earlier thus to value the 
existing fabric and minimise the environmental effects. It will be 
discussed under two sub—headings J
- the technical solution
- the urban design solution
with the objective to cover ideas and principles rather than 
detailed proposals.
a) the technical solution :
It is technical as it deals only with the form of the 
motorway. It stands essentially on the hypothesis that the grid 
iron streets ars adequate successful channels to distribute the 
motor traffic from the mother source i.e. the motorway^ onto the 
city centre. The motorway will therefore be divided into four 
sections. (Refer to plate 119).
- Section one : when entering the city centre from the 
south, the motorway flies over the river under the form of a 
slender linear raised structure until reaching Anderston Cross viz3
- Section two : here the motorway is composed of a liner 
section varying from elevated,at grade to depressed
and of elevated junctions. Being the entry points to the 
city centre, these are related to the adjoining street pattern to 
permit a free flowing of the traffic. As much as possible junctions 
will be permitted in order to el iminate any_ feeder road into the j unc t ion  
Charing Cross section viz :
- Section three : here the motorway is entirely tunnelled 
to permit the preservation of the entire fabric, until it reaches 
the Wcodside area which is :
- section four : this section is composed of a depressed 
motorway with elevated junctions, other entry points to the city 
centre. Situated at a change of direction in the curvature of tha 
motorway, the junctions are difficult to integrate with the existing 
street pattern thus the oestruction of the existing fabric is 
unavoidable.
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By no moans, certain environmental effects cannot be avoided 
such as displacement and visual intrusion especially in Anderston 
Cross and Uoodside where the elevated functions are concentrated. 
However, the different sections of the motorway, generate respective 
dominance which in urban design terms induce a special visual 
solution related or in proportion to each section of the motorway 
setting. They are related as follows :
— Kingston Bridge — linear elevated structure — linear 
motorway dominance
— Anderston Cross — elevated junctions — junctions 
dominance
— Charing Cross — tunnelled — fabric dominance
— Ucodside - elevated junctions - junctions dominance 
thus the urban design solution
b) The urban design solution
From the technical viewpoint the motorway displays princip/as 
of what will be tha engineering work sections. On the same basis 
from the urban design viewpoint, the generated built form displays 
sequences of the city image. Thus the urban assign principle 
of the sequential motorway.
Each sequence is responding to the proper setting of the 
motorway itself and the grade of dominance as discussed above. Eash 
sequence is an united element which expresses its own motion of 
objects and space. The succession of the different sequences
plc:e 120
achieves a visual progression where the continuity of movement, 
as being the essence of the motorway is broken up by successive 
dramas, characterised by sharp change in the alignment of the 
built form. Inevitably the progression takes ths form of four 
sequences (Refer to plate 120 and 121).
- sequence one : when entering the city from the south, the 
motorist is met by two linear buildings, running alongside the linear
motorway. Inward looking they build up two continuous walls that 
enclose the "motorway space" responding to its scale and intrusion 
("blind" and soundproof walls). The enclosed motorway continues 
until it reaches Anderston Cross viz.
- sequence two - here the motorist is surprised by the 
opened although structured townscape as high quality high rise 
buildings are positioned regularly and symetrically, like a 
succession of twin towers, on each side of the motorway as the very 
presence of the elevated junctions does not allow any continuous 
building frontage. If he chooses to continue his ride on the 
motorway, the motorist reaches Charing Cross viz.
- sequences three - where he is trapped in a tunnel. Although 
he is not able to see much of the fabric, he will be fully aware of 
its presence above him. Retaining its urban character, the area in 
question will be preserved with one modification, the Mitchell plaza
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contribution of thB urban designer to strengthen the very concept of 
preserving this piece of the fabric. This will take the form of a 
formal open space set to enhance the setting of the Mitchell Library. 
Out of the tunnel at Woodside viz in
- sequence four, the motorist is struck by the bright vision 
of light and greenery, the densely landscaped motorway parkland 
displays. During most of his ride, the motorist is directed by
one object, "the tower in the park'1 which he reaches when approaching 
the Woodside interchange.
This succession of sequences visualises one of the many 
approaches towards an assimilation of the motorway into the fabric*
It also explores the Gordon Cullen’s approach of "Bastion’s” to the 
city centre, that takes here the fcrm of sequential of the motorway 
territory (refer to the strength of this approach is that it emitted 
principles that can be applied to any constructed motorway, as 
verified into the contextual adjustment (plate 121).
c) The Contextual adjustment
As opposed to the ideal solution, the contextual adjustment 
arises from the verification of the ideal solution onto the present 
existing context formed by the west flank of the motorway. Briefly
the conditions are
- a structure of streets that debouch harshly on the motorway 
route with no transition in the traffic flow.
- a fabric where the motorway construction applied plainful 
scare reflected into its ragged edges and shredded built 
form (c.f. 3.9).
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In between rise objects that stay as a reminder of a past, 
such as the Mitchell Library.
— a motorway route composed of 5 main sections (c.f.552) 
ranging from elevated to depressed, agremented by the same 
elevated junctions. Thus when applied the technical princ­
iples see one modification, viz. in the vicinity of Charing 
Cross. Although a tunnelled solution is possible, providing 
it deals adequately with the technical problems (as 
illustrated on plate 121), it is the unavoidable retention 
of the feeder roads that makcsthe difference.
Indeed this technical modification influences greatly the
urban design solution. As instead of being entirely preserved} the
at ion
fabric regains some of its dominance by the forn^ of a grand Plaza 
which runs above the motorway. Nevertheless, the namely Mitchell 
Plaza scores in favour of the fabric in its battle against the 
motorway. It takes the form of a longitudinal enclosed open spans 
in front of the Mitchell library, that knits together the fabric
and articulates the city centre to the Park C ircus areas,
s ura °s * 6 r  ^•This brief account verifies that the principles ' ' “in 
the ideal solution can be applied providing they answer the very natu 
of the area cs exist ing ■
5.5.4 Summary
From the very beginning of this chapter, we emphasised the
dominance the motorway exerts upon th9 fabric, especially through
e c f  appendix one
the study of its environmental Effects. a;As an urban design exercise,
we wanted to reverse the trends or at least find a positive solution 
towards the assimilation of the motorway into the fabric. To do so 
we put forward principles and ideas that dealt solely with the built 
form in the vicinity of the motorway, implementing the concept of a 
sequential motorway^
Setting our work as a complimentary contribution to Gordon 
Cullen’s in Glasgow Action (c.f. Z-4 ), we applied a similar 
strategy of ’’implosion”, to use his word, onto the motorway 
territory, by propssing sequences of places each of which epitomizes 
a facet of the motorway. Thus two "fires1,1 again his worZd, may 
start to burn with the resulting climax of bringing a New Identity 
to Glasgow city centre.
5.6 Conclusions :"Learning from Glasqow”
This last part of the concluding chapter is mainly related 
to the lessons taught by Glasgow experiences over the past decade.
Glasgow, as a pioneer city, especially its centre^, have been 
the site of numerous planning policies which drastic results are 
still prevalent in its present fabric. A centre isolated by vacant 
sites and full of holes. It is mostly due to the city fathers 
taking too literally every planning notion since ths Garden City. 
Gaping holes in the fabric and slashes cut by new roads have followed 
gfter g policy, for reasons of public health, of the removal of the 
dense compact fabric of previous epochs.
The leading principles of the recent monastic phylosophy 
wars of course the direct applications of functionalism to the design 
of the city. The CDA’S was the chosen instrument implemented to 
apply the four functions dictated in the 1933 Athen Chart as being
- Home
- bJork
- Circulation
- Recreation
Thus the application of slum clearance as a primary means to achieve
urban renewal, resulting in the lirst of the urban intensity as 
1
said in Asplund’s words "Urban intensity is lost like a fire 
which dies down when the logs are separated." It was only in the 
1960‘s that these short sighted policies were arrested, the city 
fathers learning that it was easier to destroy than to rebuild, the 
economic decline being a major factor in their non achievement.
disintegration was the motor vehicle and its consequent motorway 
building. After having cut drastically the fabric, it invaded every 
bit of the centra with no result of traffic decongestion.
achieving urban renewal-. It in fact led to the dismantlement of 
parts of the traditional fabric with little adequate replacement.
They did not realise that the city fabric regenerates itself over 
a span of time longer than the times allowed to the achievement of 
each local plan. Densities and traffic were the two main concerns 
which "unsuccessful" results ar^, reflected in the i^fitted housing 
development of Cowcaddens, Townhead and above all else the insensitive 
motorway construction.
Of course another important agent of destruction and
We can now see how the city fathers’ optimism wasA zom
83.
These actions have also lead to in human terms, a depopulation 
of the city centre and the city as a whole and above all else to a 
psychological climate where lack of trust, lack of responsibility 
and lack of hope were the general prevalent feelings. It was 
learnt also that if an individual or collective responsibility 
was to be regained, it was though the implementation of positive 
policies such as the "Glasgow miles better" campaign and also 
through an incremental renewal that combines selective redevelopment 
and preservation and wa believe in these policies, to achieve a 
better future to Glasgow City Centre.
_ End _
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APPENDIX ONE
Environmental Effects of the Motorway
The environmental effects of the motorway can be examined unde 
seven headings a) Displacement
b) Severance
c) Visual intrusion
d) Noise
e) Pollution fumes and dirt
f) Loss of privacy
g) Vibration
The basis of comparison is a Survey of 1978 which used questionnaires 
and technical investigations in order to assess the environmental 
effects of the motorway,
a) Displacement : Displacement represents a serious upheaval, 
although a short term one, arising from the location and construction 
of the motorway- The nature of the upheaval is illustrated in :
Plate 123 Fig A - the west flank before completion in 1975
Plate 123 Fig B - " M M after completion in 1984
The scale of the operation is illustrated by the fact that in 
the section of the motorway between Townhead and the Kingston Bridge 
it occupies/sterilises about 36 heaters of land,
b) Severance : Severance is the interruption of movement across
the line of the motorway and is a measure of the barrier effect of 
the motorway, Plate 124 shows the main locations of schools and
public buildings and the lines of movement across the line of the
future motorway. Plate 125 shows the greatly reduced crossing
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points after completion of the motorway. In visual and functional 
terms the pedestrian usually comes out worst in the design of the 
crossing: he is either pushed through a narrow, often dirty and 
potentially dangerous tunnel or is elevated on a pedestrian bridge 
to brave the high winds and the horizontal rain (plate 126. 
Alternatively he has to negotiate brutal and empty spaces below the 
structure of an elevated section of the motorway (plate 127).
c) Visual Intrusion : To a large degree this is a subjective
matter but useful comparison can be made on the basis of three
categories of intrusion:-
i) high impact - resulting in feelings of oppression and
disturbance and upsetting the architectural 
character of a place 
ii) some impact - resulting in some distraction and disturbance 
and a lack of blending into the general scene 
iii) low impact - not immediately disturbing but is visually 
apparent
Based on the 1978 survey, the map in plate 128 illustrates
these three categories of intrusion. It is clear that the locations
of high impact are at the Woodlands interchange, the Mitchell Library 
and at the Kingston bridge approach. A common feature of thB 
motorway in each or these three locations is the dominance of the 
motorway structure and its access ramps and the lack of adequate 
space within which the motorway could be assimilated. The setting 
of the Mitchell Library, a major building of public importance, has 
suffered badly from the motorway; it is a building which demands
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more space to give it the scale and urban setting in keeping with 
its character.
d) Noise : By its nature, an urban motorway tends to create more 
noise than any other form of road. This is partly because of the 
volume and type of traffic (a high percentage of lorries and trucks) 
running day and night. Noise levels are of course exacerbated by 
road gradients and the amount of reverberation from the many hard 
surfaces adjacent to the motorway.
To assess the impact of road noise onto the adjacent areas 
of the motorway, we carried out a calculation based on the different 
sites for noise readings (plate 129) and their respective distance 
from the noise source.
The formula which says "the noise falls by a 6 d8(A) for each 
doubling of the distance from the noise source" 
ana the knowledge that 70 dB(A) is regarded as the threshold of 
noise reduction and a further reduction of about 3 dB(A) is needed 
to achieve an audible comfort viz a noise reduction of 67 dB(A) 
or less. e.g. Site 1 : 70 dB(A), 30 m from road = 66 dB(A) at 90 mQ
The results of the calculation are printed. They enable us 
to draw the boundary of the audibly intrusive area from the motorway 
(plate 130) and conclude that the feeder roads, in the Charing Cross 
area, are the most disturbing sources of noise•
e) Pollution : Apparently the designers of the motorway took the 
view that pollution from the motorway would not present a problem.
  s i t e s f o r  n o is e
Noise  R ea d ing s  
1= 72 d 3 ( A )  
2= 65 -  
3 = 7 0  -  
4 ,6 9  -  
5 , 7 5  __
g - 7 4  6 3 (A )  
7=74 —  
8,68 —  
9 ,7 2  —  
1 0 , 6 4  — - 
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11 = 70 d  3(A)  
12=67 —  
13=69 —
14 = 70 —  
15=55 —
1 6  z 64 d 3 ( A )
17-.70 —
1 8 - 8 0  __ 
19=68 __ 
20=72 —
3 0 , 6 6  _
2 1 ,7 6  a 3 (A)  
2 2 , 7 C __
23,  76 __ 
2 4 , 5 5  _  
25=70  —
The results of the calculation are as follows
Sits 1 70 dB A), 30 m from road = 66 dB(A) at 90 m
Site 2 55 dB A), 140 m from road
Site 3 70 dB A), 50 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 150 m
Site 4 69 dB A), 80 m from road = 63 dB(A) at 240 m
Site 5 75 d3 A), 70 m from road = 63 dB(A) at 490 m
Site 6 74 dB A), 50 m from road = 68 dB(A) at 180 m
Site 7 74 dB A), 60 m from road = 68 dB(A) at 180 m
Site 8 68 dB A), 40 m from road =
Site 9 72 dB A), 50 m from road = 66 dB(A) at 150 m
Site 10 64 dB A), 60 m from road
Site 11 70 dB A), 50 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 150 m
Site 12 67 dB A), 4D m from road
Site 13 69 dB A), 40 m from road = 63 dB(,A) at 120 m
Site 14 70 dB A), 30 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 90 m
Site 15 55 dB A), 70 m from road
Site 15 64 dB.•A), 40 m from road
Site 17 70 dB A), 20 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 60 m
Site 18 80 dB A), 10 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 90 m
Site 19 68 dB A), 20 m from road
Site 20 72 dB A), 10 m from road, = 66 d6(A) at 30 m
Site 21 76 dB A), 10 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 90 m
Site 22 74 dB A), 20 m from road = 68 dB(A) at 60 m
Site 23 76 dB A), 20 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 1 80 m
Site 24 66 dB A), 10 m from road
Site 25 70 dB A), 61 m from road = 64 dB( A ) at 183 m
Site 26 72 dB(A), 50 m from road = 66 d8(A) at 150 m
Site 27 70 dB(A), 40 m from road = 64 dB(A) at 120 m
Site 28 68 dB(A), 60 m from road
Site 29 64 dB(A), 60 m from road
Site 30 66 dB(A), 100 m from road
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No actual measurements have been taken since its completion to find 
the level of air pollution and it appears that, if there is a problem 
it is probably much less than one would find in a street carrying 
dense traffic in the city centre. The reason for this is the amount 
of space occupied by the motorway and the local climate — relatively 
higher wind speeds and rainfall. This is not to say that exhaust 
fumes in the sunken area cf the motorway are insignificant; almost 
certainly they affect the micro—climate alongside the motorway in 
which living plants and trees are growing.
f) Obtrusion and Loss of Privacy : This is a serious problem 
along elevated sections of a motorway close to buildings (see plata 
131). It is one of those ’crimes’ against the established scale 
and urban qualities that designers of motorways either ignore or 
accept on the grounds that the cost of acquiring more space in w h ic h  
to site the motorway would be excessive.
g) Vibration : This represents a growing threat to nearby 
buildings and underground services, but is not of course confined 
to motorways. One building which has been identified as suffering 
from vibration caused by heavy, high-speed traffic on the motorway; 
is the Mitchell Library - a type of 'building especially sensitive 
to both noise and vibration.
In summing up the environmental effects of the motorway, ons 
can refer to the 1978 Survey in which the number of complaints out 
of 40 responses were noted against each of the following categories
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The limited nature of this Survey makes it difficult to credit 
it with any significant degree of objectivity.
However, it helped us identify the different environmental 
impacts and assess how much of the area around the motorway has been 
qualitatively and quantitatively damaged.
counterattack these impacts, in an urban design term. Appendix 2 
shows some of the solutions that can be applied. Landscape is 
another proposed solution. Even if limited in terms of noise 
reductin it plays a considerable role to achieve a reductio in 
pollution as well as anhililata the visual intrusion. In Appendix 
3 we suggest some of the planting that cduld be applied to motor­
way environment.
Several publications have attempted to find solutions to
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Motorway Planting Appendix 3
A basic 'recipe* for use in typical situations taking account of 
local climate and low maintenance
Lou planting : dense cover planting with each particular area having 
one dominant species, for example
Cotoneaster buxifolia - evergreen
Symphoricarpus 'Magic Berry ' - evergreen
Vinca minor 'Bowles Variety' - evergreen
Steep embankments : dense cover planting as before
Cotoneaster damerii — evergreen
Berberis hybrido-gagnepainii - evergreen
Concrete walls
Vitis coignetiae - deciduous
Trees
Grouped and treated almost as ground cover eg
Hornbeam - Carpinus betulus
Elder - Sambucus racemosa
Birch - Betula pendula
Holly - Ilex Aquifolium 'Green Pillar'
S o u r c e  F r o m  Discussions W i th  A .  Wightman 3 Sc.  
D e p a r t m e n t  Of  F o r r e s  t r y  
A 3 E F D E E N  U n i v e r s t y .
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